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Man sentenced for
rape and robbery
of PC students

Res Life investigates future

Radcliffe Street at 2:20 a.m.
and forcing them to travel over
a mile to the same Atwells
The man accused of raping ATM. After making them
one. Providence College withdraw money, Boria took
student and one Brown the pair to a deserted garage,
University graduate student where he tied up the male and
and robbing and assaulting two raped his girlfriend.
additional PC students last
During the trial, Boria’s
December was sentenced on troubled past was brought to
Monday to 70 years in prison, light. A ninth-grade dropout
with the eligibility for parole from a single-parent family,
in 20 years. Felix Boria, 21, Boria has been in trouble with
pleaded guilty in October to 45 the law since his teenager
felony counts, including years. He had stolen a bicycle,
multiple charges of rape, was caught for possession of
kidnapping, and robbery.
heroin, assaulted fellow
The first incident occurred inmates at a juvenile detention
on December 9, when Boria center, and had a pending arrest
approached a male student warrant for possession of more
who was entering his off than one ounce of cocaine at
campus
apartment
on the time the police picked him
Pinehurst Street. Boria pointed up for the robberies and rapes.
a gun to the student’s head and
At the sentencing, Boria
forced him into a car. The apologized to his victims. “I
vehicle then proceeded to a just want to say. I’m sorry for
Sovereign Bank ATM on what I did. I know I can't
Atwells Avenue, where the - change what happened. 1 ask
student was told to withdraw if you can find it in your hearts
money. However, the student’s to forgive me for what I’ve
credit card would not allow done,” he stated.
him to take out funds. Boria
All three victims from the
then took the student back to College spoke, as well.
the Pinehurst apartment to “People say, ‘Why are you
retrieve his ATM card and then walking so fast, are you trying
to the Fleet Bank of Atwells, to catch a bus?’ What am I
where the student was forced supposed to say: ‘Oh sorry, I
to withdraw $200.
just don’t want to get
A week later, Boria used a kidnapped, robbed, raped,”
similar gun to threaten two
Rape, page 6
students - a female and her
boyfriend - walking on

by

Nicole McIntyre ’02

News Editor

LAUREN MUELLER ’02/The Cowl

Could Aquinas Hall be a dorm of the past?
by Jamie

Chase ’04

News Staff

Like many institutions,
Providence College has a type
of master planning in which
problems that exist on campus
are examined and addressed in
order of their necessity and
relevance.
The issue of
overcrowding in existing
residence halls has become a
top priority in this master
planning process, according to
Mark Rapoza, Director of
Business Strategy/Project
Manager. Because of this, a
committee, as described by Rev.
Kenneth Sicard, O.P, Executive

Director of Residence Life, as
“a kind of space committee,”
has been put together with
plans to address this issue.
Over the last four to five
years, according to Rapoza, a
great deal of information,
including statistical findings,
have been collected in order to
make an informed decision
regarding the future of student
housing. The committee,
which is headed by Rapoza,
now has the difficult task of
“weighing all options, looking
at all the facts and data, and
recommending to [Rev. Philip
A. Smith, O.P, President of the
College] and his Cabinet what

the best options are” to deal
with overcrowding.
The
process of analyzing all the data
and planning out the options
should take anywhere from nine
to twelve months. Although as
Fr. Sicard pointed out, the
committee is still at the very
early stages of this process,
Rapoza and his team have two
main objectives: to seek student
input and to improve residence
accommodations and the
quality of life for the student
body.
Plans are already in the
works to meet those two very

New dorms, page 2

Committee formed to investigate alcohol related transports
by

Ryan Ainscough ’02

Editor-in-Chief

After seeing several alarming cases
of what he calls “unhealthy drinking”
this semester, including at least one case
of a blood/alcohol content over .325,
Vice President of Student Services Rev.
J. Stuart McPhail, O.P. created a
committee last week to evaluate and
address alcohol abuse.
Comprised of faculty members from
various offices and departments
including Security, Personal Counseling,
and Residence Life, the committee will
meet in upcoming weeks to verify if
unhealthy drinking is in fact on the rise
and then to consider resolutions to the
problem, according to Fr. McPhail.
“I have a feeling that certain things
have gone in directions I’m
uncomfortable with,” said Fr. McPhail.
According to Maureen Quinlan,
Associate Dean of Discipline, the
number of unhealthy drinking incidents
declined two years ago when the

sanctions for alcohol offenses were
stiffened, but this year, the trend reversed
sharply. The number of students
examined by Emergency Medical
Technicians increased from 22 last year
to 34 this year whereas the number of
students transported to a hospital
increased from 10 to 13.
But even more concerning than the
amount of incidents, according to
Quinlan, is the extent of intoxication. She
explained that at least seven students
have had blood/alcohol contents over
twice the legal limit. The number could
be higher, she added, because only some
of the hospital reports include this figure.
Citing a student whose blood/alcohol
content was over .3, she remarked, “It’s
amazing she’s still alive.”
“The concern, rightfully so, is the
severity of the situations for which the
students are being evaluated,” said Dr.
Anne
Coleman,
Counseling
Psychologist. “This is a life or death
issue. Students sometimes don’t have a
sense that alcohol intoxication can be

deadly.”
“The students seem to be getting
sicker with what they’re drinking, so I’m
concerned what’s out there,” said
Quinlan.
According to Quinlan, all of the
incidents included students who are
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under 21 years old, and the majority are
freshman and sophomores. Also,
according to Quinlan, many more
women than men are involved.

Transport, page 6

Please Recycle
«

Sodexho

Sodhexo has us right where
they want us. Dave Holman
tells you how.
Commentary, Page 10
This Newspaper

Santa gonna stiffyou this year?
Well, A&E will probably get the same
treatment, but read their entertainment
wish lists anway.
A&E, Page 19
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‘Library thief’ apprehended
by

Felicia Grosso ’03

News Staff

On November 2O'h, a suspect
with an outstanding warrant was
detained by Providence College
security officers and turned over
to the Providence police in
connection with a rash of thefts
occurring on campus.
Throughout November,

Students and faculty are
advised not to leave
book bags, pocketbooks,
and brand name
clothing unattended in
the library.
there have been a series of
burglaries and larcenies
occurring
on
campus.
According to Chief Philip
Reilly, Director of Security at
PC, there were “at least six
thefts in the library” and “four
or five in the Alumni/ Slavin/
Peterson area” where “college
property items” were stolen
such as VCR’s and cameras.
Some of the personal items
stolen from students include
money, credit cards, ATM cards,
and even a laptop computer.
The suspect who was turned
over to the Providence police
had “an outstanding warrant for

New dorms
possible in future
- Continued from page 1 objectives. Recently, a survey
was distributed to a handful of
students to get their opinion on
the issue of overcrowding.
Students were asked to answer
questions regarding the idea of
suites and to rate the importance

LAUREN MUELLER ’02/The Cowl

Philips Memorial has been one of the recent targets of on
campus theft.
some other criminal matter,”
reported Reilly. “Providence
detectives are now handling the
whole case,” he added. The
suspect is not a student at the
college.
Reilly also reported that the
suspect immediately used the
credit cards stolen from the
students at various local stores
such as Walgreen’s and CVS.
Providence police are still
investigating that matter.
As a result of the thefts,
Reilly sent out a mass e-mail on
December 5th informing all

students of the recent larcenies
and urging students and faculty
to “take care of [their] own
personal property as well as
college property.”
For the remainder of the
semester, students and faculty
are advised not to leave book
bags, pocketbooks, and brand
name clothing unattended in
the library. Faculty and staff
have been reminded not to
leave their offices or meeting
areas
unlocked
and
unattended.

[The committee
is] weighing all
options, looking at
all the facts and
data, and
recommending to
Fr. Smith and his
Cabinet what the
best options are.
- Mark Rapoza
of certain amenities such as
“bathrooms in each suite” and
“Internet/Network Access.”
This survey is a direct attempt
to get student input as the
committee has to not only look

at what space is available, but
must incorporate, above all else,
what is best for students. In
addition, the College has also
hired an outside firm from
Boston, called SMMA Hoskins
Scott, “to do a space audit and
make appropriate recom
mendations to the committee,”
according to Fr. Sicard.
What the committee
decides to be the best options
for the school, either
renovations of existing dorms or
the introduction of new
residence halls altogether,
depends, according to Rapoza,
on the information gathered
already and the information that
surfaces in the next nine to
twelve months during this
intense planning process. The
one thing that Rapoza is certain
of is that the committee “is
committed beyond all else to the
quality of life of the students”
and to making sure that
Providence College “students
enjoy their time while they are
here.”

Priority times in apartment selection
process reward some, anger others
by

Frank Caliva ’04

Asst. News Editor

The apartment selection pro
cess is, for the most part, an ex
ercise of chance in getting an
early selection time. In this
year’s lottery, an early time was
especially necessary, with Resi
dence Life running out of apart
ments at the end of just the first
day. This left many sophomores
frustrated and disappointed by
the luck of the draw process.
However, there were some stu
dents this year who were able
to get guaranteed time slots out
side of the random assignment
system.
Sophomore residents of the
first floor in Aquinas Hail re
ceived priority selection times
in the process due to their sta
tus as “tour rooms.” Students
who agreed to allow campus
tours visit their room on a regu
lar basis received this perk. Ac
cording to Rebecca Roy ’04, a
first floor resident, the Hall Di
rector of Aquinas, Michelle
Mack, asked residents at a floor

meeting at the beginning of the
year to volunteer to let Friars
Club tours visit their rooms. “It
was a ‘sign-up if you want to
do it’ kind of thing,” Roy said.
Though her room did not ini
tially sign up, “Our door was
always open, so tours were stop
ping by anyway.” Roommates

We "re doing a
service for the
school, just like
RA’s. We ’re help
ing to make
people want to
come here.
- Kate Constantino ’04
Kate Constantino ‘04 and Mel
issa Ragno ‘04, on the other
hand, did sign up to be a tour
room the first week of school.
“We decided to sign up because
we knew we could show our
room, and we didn’t mind,” said

Constantino.
Roy said that in late Octo
ber or early November, the
floor had a meeting with Rev.
Kenneth Sicard, O.P., Execu
tive Director of Residence
Life, and Steven Sears, Assis
tant Director of Residence
Life. She said Sears told the
residents that if more rooms
signed up to allow tours to
visit, they would be guaranteed
an on-campus apartment next
year. “He didn’t say we’d get
first pick though,” Roy said.
Constantino and Ragno con
firmed this. “Actually, [Sears]
made it sound like it wouldn’t
be first pick," Constantino
said.
All three residents said they
had no prior knowledge of
when their time slot would be
and got a time card in their
mailbox just like other stu
dents. None of the residents
would say exactly when their
time was, only that it was
“early” in the process. The all
admitted surprise at the pref
erential treatment, and all three
said they were unaware of the

Attention offcampus students:
Please be advised that off-campus housing is more susceptible
to theft over the semester break. Students are advised to take
home any expensive electronic devices or other pieces of
property that would be targets for burglars. If you are unable to
take something home, you may store it in Fr. McPhail’s Office.
Contact his office at x2143 for more information.

potential benefits before they
chose to live on Aquinas first
floor in last year’s housing lot
tery. “I actually didn’t want to be
on first floor initially,” said Roy.
Constantino likewise said she
was “not aware of the early apart
ment picking” before she chose
to live on the first floor, “but I
was aware that the first floor
[rooms] were tour rooms.”
Some students, upon learning
of this preferential treatment in
the selection process, felt it was
unfair, especially to those stu
dents who missed getting an
apartment by just a few minutes.
On the other hand, “The reason
[for the preferential time] is that
they have agreed to show their
rooms sometimes several times
a day, and it can be a real incon
venience,” said Fr. Sicard. “I
know lots of people didn’t like
the idea, but we felt in order to
make more rooms available [to
tours], we would provide an in
centive.”
Constantino and Ragno
said that before the incentive was
offered and more rooms signed

up, there were constantly tours
in their room, several times a
day. They admitted that some
times they felt the tours to be
an annoyance. Roy also pointed
out that their apartment is only
guaranteed as long as they con
tinue to allow tours in their
room for the rest of the year.
Roy, Constantino, and
Ragno also said that the Mack
recently approached the floor to
let them know some students
had received threatening phone
calls in regards to the selection
process. They all expressed sur
prise at the vehemence of some
students’ reactions to the issue.
Constantino pointed out that
students rooming with apart
ment Resident Assistants are
also guaranteed apartments out
side of the regular selection pro
cess. She said that those stu
dents’ apartment guarantees did
not engender a similar negative
reaction. “We’re doing a service
for the school, just like RA’s.
We’re helping to make people
want
to
come
here,”
Constantino said.

Speaker Announced for the
annual St. Thomas Aquinas
Lecture
The speaker for the annual St. Thomas Aquinas lecture will be an alumnus
of the College, Anthony J. Lisska ’63, Professor of Philosophy and Director of
the Honors Program at Deison University. Dr. Lisska’s topic will be “Beyond
Neo-Thomism: Recent Work in the Philosophy of St. Thomas Aquinas.”
Lisska, who received a bachelor’s degree in philosophy from the College,
has directed his scholarly work toward the texts of St. Thomas Aquinas. One of
Lisska’s major literary accomplishments was an analytical work on ethical
naturalism, Aquinas Theory of Natural Law: An Analytical Reconstruction.
In addition to his writings, Lisska had lectured extensively on Aquinas, both
at colleges and universities and to such organizations as The International
Aquinas Society.
The lecture will be held in the Feinstein Function Room at 3:30 p.m. on
January 28, the Feast of St. Thomas Aquinas. All are invited. Refreshments
will be served.
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Professor raises
possibility of
faculty union
by Jamie

Gisonde ’02

News Staff

Many public colleges and universities
across the country have unionized
faculty or collective bargaining units
generally designed to handle matters of
faculty governance and compensation.
Although unions are not as common in
private institutions like Providence
College, there is a growing trend of
faculty unionization among similar
eastern Catholic schools. Amidst these
recent waves of change lies the question:
could faculty organize a union at PC?
Some faculty members at the College
have carefully considered the possible
legal challenges, opposition, and benefits
in determining the impact a union would
have on PC.
In 1980, The U. S. Supreme Court
ruled in NLRB [National Labor
Relations Board] v. Yeshiva University
that faculty members of Yeshiva, in New
York City, could not form unions
because they were considered
“managerial employees.” According to
Dr. Mark Hyde, Professor of Political
Science, “The Yeshiva Decision stated
that in private colleges and universities,
if faculty have any role in governance
whatsoever, they are part of
management, [and] therefore they cannot
be part of a union.”
He added, “[The Court also] broadly
defined what governance means. They
say if faculty decides which books
they’re going to use in their classes [or]
what classes they will offer, that’s part

of management. So, if faculty were to
have a union under those guidelines,
they’d have to give up the right to all of
those decisions. It makes it very difficult
for faculty at private colleges and
universities to organize a union—unless
they have the permission of college
administration.”
Although Hyde stated that “several
colleges around the country, including
Catholic [ones]” are currently trying to
overturn the Yeshiva decision, others rely
on the approval of administration. Such
is the case at Roger Williams University
in Bristol, Rhode Island. Also, under the
representation of the AAUP, the
American Association of University
Professors, the faculties at Fairfield
University and St. Joseph College in
Connecticut and St. John’s University in
Nev/ York have collective bargaining
units. Getting the administration’s
permission at PC is more unlikely,
however, as Hyde explained that “the
current president of the College [Rev.
Philip A. Smith, O.P.] has said that he
does not support the formation of a
collective bargaining unit for the faculty
and would oppose any attempt by the
faculty to form a union.”
Instead of a union, PC has a faculty
senate that “addresses matters of
curriculum, rank, tenure and so on, but
anything the faculty senate does is
subject to veto by [Father Smith], The
faculty passes legislation and the

Unions, page 5

Senior giving
announced
by

Shawna Hassett ’03

News Staff

Each year, the money donated by
graduating seniors to the Senior Giving
Program is given to Alumni
Development to be donated to a cause
in the name of the senior class from
which it came. This year, some students,
are questioning what that cause is.
TJ Luty, Cathleen Collins, Sara
Leighy, and Mike D’Abeat, members of
this year’s senior class, are co-chairs for
the Senior Giving Program. They are
responsible for gathering pledges from
students to give $70 dollars over the
course of two years, give $35 and then
commit to $35. They have been working
in collaboration with the Alumni
Development Office, particularly
Assistant Director Derek Wesley and
Siobhan Martin, who choose how the
money is used.
On November 14, 2001, a
complementary dinner for all seniors
was held on the fourth floor of the
Feinstein building in the Function Room.
At the event, the gift from the Class of
’02 was announced. The cause that was
chosen is a Memorial Fund for the
September II01 tragedy. The class will
use the money to purchase a plaque for
St. Dominic’s Chapel in remembrance
of all who died in the terrorist attacks.
“We try to take what’s happened over
the year, what’s relative,” Wesley said,
“and use the money for an appropriate
cause. Given the wake of the September

appropriate to give a plaque to
commemorate the victims of the
tragedy.”
According to Lutty, the co-chairs are
responsible for spreading word about the
Senior Giving Program. They plan to
sit in Slavin this week to solicit pledges.
“I believe the majority of seniors give,”
Lutty stated.
Wesley said that he and Martin have
been working with the committee to help
with mailings and solicitations and even
plan to have phonathons in the future.
“The idea is to get as many to participate
as possible,” Wesley stated. “In past
years approximately 50-65% of the class
gets involved, which is really good.”
Many of this year’s seniors, however,

Senior giving, page 6

Santa’s little
helper
by Greg Del Gaizo

’03

News Staff

This Christmas season, Julie Ann
Rousseau ‘02 has something special
planned. She has decided run her own
bake sale to benefit charity. Her plan is
to custom bake orders for cookies and
other desserts that she receives at
goodiesforgoodkids@yahoo.com .
Rousseau chose this projects after
talking to her parents about her family’s
plans for this Christmas. “My parents
said that instead of giving presents this
year we
[Julie
and her
siblings]
should
pick a
favorite
charity.
How ever much money that we gave,
they would then match.”
“The object of the bake sale,”
according to Rousseau, “is to increase
the amount of money that will be
donated to my charity,” a place that is
very near to Rousseau’s heart.
The
selection of St. Patrick’s Elementary
School located on Smith Street as the
charity of choice has special meaning,
as Rousseau has been involved with St.
Patrick’s for quite some time. She
volunteered there both her freshman and
sophomore years. “When I was a
freshman, I got assigned to St. Pat’s for
my public service class to tutor. I liked
it so much, I started the St. Pat’s outreach
program,” she explained. This program
gave a group of sixty St. Pat’s students
a chance to spend time with college
students. “We played, talked, had a
good time. 1 wanted to introduce them
to the idea of college,” Rousseau added.
In fact, volunteer work is nothing
new to Rousseau, as she has been
involved in community service since she
arrived at Providence College. Over the
spring break of her freshman year Julie
went to New Orleans - but did not
partake in the normal spring break

activities associated with the city.
Instead, she and her Public Service 101
class taught by Dr. Joseph Cammarano.
Assistant Professor of Political Science,
worked at a boys’ home, an experience
which she called “very intense.”
“We had to choose a place to do our
community service, so we decided on
New Orleans,” said Rousseau. “We
drove all the way down there in a bus.
It was one of the best things I have ever
done. It was pretty awesome.”
Besides her community service,
Rousseau’s other interest is in
photography, something she has
become very proficient at. Currentlv.
she works as a lab assistant and does
all her own darkroom work. “! do it
because I love it I'm trying to get the
most of my liberal arts education, as
well. I’m a political science major, but
1 like to take ail sorts of different
classes.”
Rousseau will be graduating from
Providence this spring. As busy as she
might have been in college, Rousseau
has just as many plans for after
graduation. As a political science major,
she has applied to law schools in
Boston. “I would like to go to either BU
or Northeastern... Even if 1 got in,
though, I would defer entrance,” said
Julie. “I would like to stay in Providence
and teach for a year or two.”
All of these are only temporary
goals, however. After studying abroad
in London first semester of her junior
year. Rousseau fell in love with the city.
“I want to move to London; that is my
real goal. I have been saving for the
past year or two, 1 really want to go back
there/’
Rousseau’s bake sale is going on
right now. She said she has given out
about 200 menus of the different flavor
cookies and baked goods she makes.
She will be accepting orders until
December 10th and will have all the
orders delivered by the 20*. Rousseau
asks that anyone interested in her
contact
her
at
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Students organize to fight global AIDS problem
early next semester. “We hope to get the
club approved by the third or fourth week
of next semester,” said Rodriguez.
Rodriguez stated the goals of the club
were universal, national, and local, and
cited a New York Times article that had
called the United States aid to foreign

Rodriguez said that the club
would write letters to the
Senate and President to urge
them to pass specific
legislation and to encourage
aid for foreign countries.

COURTESY OF CLARA RODRIGUEZ '03

Clara Rodriguez ‘03 hopes to organize students to fight against AIDS.
Ben Russell ‘04
News Staff

AIDS is a disease that affects millions
of individuals worldwide, and issues
regarding treatment, medicine, and
overall awareness of the illness have
become major stories in the national
news recently. Here at PC, Clara
Rodriguez, ’03, has taken up the fight
against AIDS and has devoted her time
to helping and educating others.
Rodriguez, the former President of
Students Organized Against Racism, had
expressed initial interest in starting up a
club that was focused on AIDS
awareness and education. Contacted by
Marc Jacobson, a member of the Student
Global AIDS Campaign, she, Thea
Sobers ’03, and Sara Long ’04 were
invited to attend the New England
Regional Conference: “A Call to Action”
at Harvard University in early
November. At the conference, which

countries, “stingy” when it came to
AIDS. On a national and worldwide
level, Rodriguez said that the club would
write letters to the Senate and President
to urge them to pass specific legislation
and to encourage aid for foreign
countries. She also mentioned that the
club would, “target pharmaceutical
companies” and lobby them to lover
prices on expensive medications, which
less fortunate people cannot afford.
Within Rhode Island, the group f is
worked on several fronts. Rodriguez I eld
a presentation at the University of Rh ade
Island on Tuesday night, in hopes of
organizing the university’s own chapier
of the group. In the city of Providence,
she hoped that the club could go out to
local high schools and inform students
about the AIDS issues both locally and
nationally, in hopes that they too may
become involved in the cause.
Rodriguez, Sobers, Long, and a student
from Brown University also met with
staff from United States Senator Lincoln
Chafee’s office, asking him to support
AIDS legislation and aid to foreign
companies.
On campus, Rodriguez wanted
“awareness, activities, and events” to be

the focus. She stated that the group
would be selling African Zulu beaded
ribbons and bowls made by women who
have the AIDS virus outside Capetown,
South Africa. Rodriguez said that the
proceeds from the sales would go to
benefit and support these women. She
also hopes to network with other clubs
and organizations to gain support for the
club’s mission and is working on
webpage for the school’s chapter with
links
to
the
national
site,
www.stopgiobalaids.org.
Roderiguez asked that anyone
interested in going the Student Global
AIDS campaign contact her at x4032 or
email her at crodri03@providence.edu.

Sanctions
Date: November 13, 2001
Subject: Marijuana Usage in McDermott
Charge: 1. Use of marijuana (Page 43,
VIII, 1)-GUILTY
Sanction: 1. Disciplinary probation un
til 5/20/2002
2. $100.00 fine
3. First offense - use of marijuana
Date: November 30, 2001
Subject: Administrative Review
Charge: Standards of Conduct (Page 36,
II,
A)
GUILTY
Sanctions: 1. Personal probation
2. 25 hours community service

Date: November 30, 2001
Subject: Student urinates in McDermott
stairwell
Charges: 1. Standarcs of Conduct (Page
36, II, A) - GUILTY
2. Lewd Conduct (Page 37, II, F) GUILTY
Sanctions: 1. Disciplinary Probation

2. $100.00 fine
3. 25 hours community service

STICK AROUND AND STUDY!
Rodriguez
helped
coordinate,
participants were trained on how to begin
a chapter of the group at their own
school, give presentations on the global
AIDS problem, and promote awareness
in general.
After returning from the conference,
Rodriguez, Sobers, and Long began the
process of getting the school’s own
chapter of the Student Global AIDS
campaign official club status, a process
they hope will have been approved by

Are you looking for
a new doctor?
Look no further...
Dr. Robert Paolella is
accepting new patients.
Conveniently located in
North Providence.

Office hours ar e available
Monday thru Friday
To make an appointment call: 354-4384
1515 Smith Str eet, Suite M
North Providence RI 02911

January Intersession
ONE WEEK INTENSIVE I
January 7-11,2002
Monday-Friday/8:30am-4:30pm

•
•
•
•
•
•

America Through the Camera’s Eye
American Drama on Film
Europe Since 1945
Studies in the Holocaust
Music in the Theatre
Social Problems

TWO WEEK INTENSIVE II
January 7-18, 2002
Monday-Friday/6:00-9:00pm

•
•
•
•
•
•

Speech Communications: Introduction to Public Speaking
Foundations of Education
Reading and Writing the Short Story
The Northern Ireland Problem
Human Physiology and Exercise
Stress Management
Criminology

All courses are $591.00
Registration: Intersession I

December 3, 2001December 27, 2001
Intersession II December 3,2001 January 7, 2002

School of Continuing Education(40 j) 865-2487
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Some consider union for faculty
- Continued from page 3 President has to approve it or veto it,” pretty good compared to other colleges
explained Hyde. Hyde is concerned that and universities such as ourselves. The
“over the years, the faculty’s role in the process by which salaries and raises are
governance of Providence College has determined is not quite so clear. Because
been reduced. The faculty should have there’s no union, you would think that
a clear voice and a definite role in the individual faculty members would
governance of the institution, and a negotiate their salaries independently,
faculty union is one vehicle for achieving but that’s not the way it works.”
The result of the committee’s
those ends.”
One Committee of the senate is called decisions is that “within ranks,
the Welfare Committee, which is everybody gets the same pay raise.
Sometimes the entire faculty gets the
same raise...[whether] it’s two or three
percent...but the point is, from my
“Over the years, the
perspective, that everyone gets the same
faculty’s role in the
percentage increase,” Hyde said.
Hyde admitted that a supposed
governance of
disadvantage of a union is that
Providence College has everybody is treated the same, as far as
“across-the-board pay increases and
been reduced. The
decreases without regard to individual
performance—but that’s the way we’re
faculty should have a
treated here anyway.”
clear voice and a
Dr. Vivian Okere, Assistant Professor
of
Finance, held a divided viewpoint on
definite role in the
the concept of faculty unionization.
governance of the
Does he support unions? “Yes and no.
[No] in the sense that if you have a
institution, and a faculty faculty
union in a private [institution]
union is one vehicle for like PC, the government has no control
over it. When you have a crisis as a result
achieving those ends. ” of
that union, it could paralyze the whole
place completely. It becomes a fight
- Dr. Mark Hyde
between the union and management and
you don’t have any third party that could
responsible for determining the salaries settle it. In the public [sector], the
and pay raises among professors, government could [intervene].”
On the other hand, Okere
assistant professors, and associate
professors. “They represent the faculty acknowledged that unions do allow for
with the administration, and they more authority among faculty. “Because
informally work out some sort of an they [would] have collective bargaining
arrangement, usually for two years, in power, they [would] have more power.
terms of what kind of salary increases, So there are pros and cons to it...there
benefits and changes [occur], so it’s done shouldn’t be any need for a union if you
have open communication, honesty and
informally,” said Hyde.
In his opinion, “The overall trust [between administration and
compensation at PC in terms of salary is faculty].”
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Congratulations
to the winners of
thecowl.com
contest:

1st place (Free
books next semes
ter) - Gina
Antoniou
2nd place (Movie
passes for all of
next semester) David Pezza
3rd place ($150.00
in Friar Bucks) Dan Burgoyne
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Senior giving
raises money
and questions
- Continued from page 3 did not feel very well informed about the
program, as they were unsure as to what
their money is being used for. Laura Bahia
’02, stated, “I don’t think it was explained
well enough, so I’m not really sure where
the money is going.”
Some suggested that if the cause was a
September 1 llh Memorial, then the money
should be donated to the actual September
1 l'h Relief Fund, not a plaque for the
chapel. Jean Nicole Almon ’02 stated, “I
think commemorating September 11lh is a
wonderful idea, but I think it could have
been done in a more beneficial way. We
could have used the money to help the
victims rather than putting a plaque in our
chapel.”

“It is a gift from the class to the
college,” Lutty explained. “It is an
alumni gift so the alumni want their gift
to go to Providence College.” The
Alumni Development Office has the
decision of what the money is used for
because they are responsible for the
alumni of Providence College.
Last year, the Senior Giving
Program gave the gift of a scholarship
for minorities to attend Providence
College. According to Wesley, the
alumni are generally very pleased with
the causes that the Senior Giving
Program chooses and has not received
any complaints with this year’s choice.

Library Hours for reading
and exam periods
Friday, December 7 ... 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Saturday, December 8 ... 8 a.m. - 10
p.m.
Sunday, December 9 ... 10 a.m. - 1
p.m.
Monday, December 10 ... 8 a.m. - 1
a.m.
Tuesday, December 11 ... 8 a.m. - 1
a.m.
Wednesday, December 12 ... 8 a.m. - 1
a.m.
Thursday, December 13 ... 8 a.m. - 1
a.m.
Friday. December 14 ... 8 a.m. - 10
p.m.

Saturday, Decmber 15 ... 8 a.m. - 10
p.m.
Sunday, December 16 ... 10 a.m. - 1
a.m.
Monday, December 17 ... 8 a.m. - 1
a.m.
Tuesday, Decemeber 18 ... 8 a.m. - 7
p.m.
Wednesday, Decemeber 19 ... 8 a.m. 7 p.m.
Thursday, December 20 ... 8 a.m. - 7
p.m.
Friday, December 21 ... 8 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Saturday, December 22 ... Closed
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Rapist sentenced to 70
years
- continued from page 1 stated the female victim. “The first three
seconds I wake up in the morning, they
are the best. In those three seconds I
forget that I am a rape victim. On the
fourth second, reality hits and my
stomach drops,” she added.
The two male victims expressed
similar sentiments. “I have never felt
such raw hatred. Such a deep-seated
anger...I didn’t know it was possible.
That affected me how I treated others,”

stated her boyfriend.
Despite her traumatic experience, the
PC female victim was able to find
closure. “I’m part of an amazing family;
God is holding my hand every step of
the way. I am a rape victim, and I am
incredibly happy to be alive,” she
concluded.
Quotes from 77ze Providence Journal

Concern over increased
tranports grows
- Continued from page 1“The big concern for me is the number
of freshmen and sophomores who are
going off campus to parties. Some of the
parties are serving grain alcohol, and they
don’t seem to know how serious it is,”
said Quinlan.
Even though there is a perception of
increased alcohol consumption, Fr.
McPhail was hesitant to say at this “very
preliminary stage” whether or not a trend
actually exists. “It may be a trend; it may
be happenstance,” he explained.
According to Coleman, there are
several factors that could have caused the
increase in examinations and transports,
like increased awareness on the part of
the students who make the emergency
calls or increased attention from Resident
Assistants. “It takes a lot for a student to
call the EMT’s for another student,” she
explained.
Fr. McPhail has yet to give the
committee its formal charge, but the
group’s first step will be to collect and
examine the factual data on hand. “In
order to make any sort of evaluation, you

really have to compare facts,” said Fr.
McPhail.
According to Chief Philip Reilly,
Executive Director of Security, an
important part of the committee’s
research will be contact with other
colleges and universities. “Are we
different or is everyone the same? What
are their views on it?” Reilly asked,
noting that the University of Rhode
Island has also suffered recently from
alcohol problems. He also suggested
that the committee could conduct a
student survey.
The committee includes Reilly,
Quinlan, Coleman, Catherine Kelleher,
Nursing Director, Barbara Fioravanti,
Step 1 Counseling, and Steve Sears,
Associate Director for Residence Life
for Housing and Discipline.
“I am hopeful that there can be an
open dialogue between various
departments to address the multitude of
factors that are involved in student
substance abuse,” said Coleman.
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Life

by Juliana

Very
superstitious

Patsourakas ’02

News Staff

With finals right around the corner
and students strugglingrto finish papers
and exams, the stress level on campus is
palpable. To help ease the tension,
Academic Services held a workshop on
Overcoming Test Anxiety and Test
Taking Strategies.
Dan Kwash, Academic Skills and
Program Coordinator and Brian
Bartolini, Director of the Office of
Academic Service, led a group of
students in methods of approaching
exams that will make students feel more
confident and be more successful in
taking an exam.
Kwash spoke about the different
types of exams: true-false, multiple
choice, and essay and how to approach
each kind. “One small change in the
wording of the question makes a
difference,” said Kwash regarding true
and false exams. Kwash also provided
the group with some general tips about
how to handle true and false statements.
“ ‘Always’ and ‘never’ tend to indicate
that the statement is false because it is
an absolute,” said Kwash.
In all exam situations, Kwash
emphasized the importance’of getting to
the root of the question and not becoming
confused by the wording. As an
example, Kwash said that “not
untruthful” simply means truthful.
Kwash suggests that students cross off
the “not” and the prefix of the word to
get to the core of the question.
Kwash also provided some strategies
on being successful in taking multiple
choice exams. “Watch out for the
statement ‘all of the above.’ Those are
usually correct, but remember if one of
the statements is incorrect, then you have
just eliminated two statements right
away,” said Kwash.
When it comes to guessing, Kwash
said that if numbers are involved in the
answers, throw out the highest and the
lowest. Also, according to Kwash,
“generally the longer the statement, the
more information is provided,” and
therefore, it is probably the correct
answer.
For answering essay questions,
Kwash said that neatness is one detail
that is very important. “Use an erasable
pen," stated Kwash who told the group
about a study which was conducted at
the University of Arizona where a
professor had given the same essay exam
for two consecutive years. The first year,
a student had crossed some parts of his
essay out and had some scribbled marks
throughout the essay. As an experiment,
another student the next year wrote the
same exact essay without any scribble
marks and got a full letter grade higher.
Kwash also reminded the group to make

Brian Bartolini of Academic
Services says that students sometimes
use anchors to make themselves feel
more control in taking an exam, such
as wearing a lucky necklace or using
a favorite pen. Here are some things
that PC students do during finals:

“1 know someone who uses
the same pen for each exam.”
- Paulina Czerwonka ’04.
“I always sit on the same
side.” - Hernan Ramirez ’05.

“I always pull all-nighters
even if 1 have days in
between exams.” - Kristy
Dolin ’03

“1 always sit in the same
seat.” - Lauren Tupper ’02.

“I never wear shoes,
especially when 1 write
papers. I just don't feel
comfortable when writing otherwise.” Pete Marinucci '02

“I have a friend who only
studies during class.” - Kristy
Feil ‘02

Stacking up
during exam
time
certain to answer the question and to use
the strongest point first in the essay.
Another important part of test taking
involves staying calm and not panicking
during an exam. Bartolini presented the
relaxation component of the presentation
in which participants closed their eyes,
imagined a time when they had done
really well on a test, and then focused
on relaxing different parts of their bodies.
Many students felt that the
presentation was helpful. “I’m ready to

take chemistry by the horns,” said Sarah
Blessing ’05.
“I really enjoyed it,” added Gregg
Treml '05, who found the relaxation
techniques so effective that he fell asleep
during the relaxation component of the
program.
For those who still have questions or
problems regarding studying, Academic
Services plans to have workshops
throughout next semester on test taking,
time management, and other topics.

“I know a kid who takes a
special memory boosting
drink the day before the
exam.” - Jeanne
Klein berg ‘04
“It takes three days for your
body tb recover after getting
drunk. I’m trying not to go
out because I think drinking
messes up your electrolyte balance.
And, when 1 need it, I have a lucky hat.”
- Chris Kirchhof ‘03
“I drink a lot of coffee.” Mike Gavin ‘03

“1 used to have a lucky
braclet.” - Lia Marland ‘02
“I always dress up the day of
the final. That way, if you
fail, you still look good.”
- Lindsey Malloy ‘02
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Suicide bombings leave Israel in ruins

Ashkeli

google

by
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Mike Speight ’03

World Staff

Two horrific attacks this past
weekend by Palestinian suicide bombers
in Israel have left 25 dead and 215
injured. The first attack occurred when
two suicide bombers blew themselves up
in a crowded mall this past Saturday
night. Ten Israelis were killed and 180
were wounded. Most of them were
young teens. Then, on Sunday
afternoon, a third suicide bomber
detonated a bomb on a bus in the city of
Hafia. which killed 15 and wounded 135.
Many countries have condemned the
attacks. President Bush called them
“horrific acts of murder.” Unfortunately,
the attacks come at a sensitive time in
the region. The United States has been
making efforts this past week to re-start
the peace process, which has been
seriously disrupted by the renewal of
widespread violence that occurred in
September of 2000.
The terrorist group Hamas, which is
based in Palestine, has claimed
responsibility for the attacks. The group
claimed the bombings were revenge for
the death of one of their leaders,

Mahmoud Abu Hanoud, at the Israelis’
hands. Hamas has been responsible for
similar attacks before in Israel.
Israel has called for PLO leader Yassir
Arafat to arrest more Islamic militants
or face harsher punishments from Israel.
Arafat responded by declaring
emergency martial law in territory in
which the Palestinians control. This has
resulted in the arrests of over 130 alleged
militants already. It remains to be seen
if these measures will be enough to
placate the Israelis as well as stop more
bombings.
Israel responded more directly to the
attacks on Monday. A series of air strikes
targeted Palestinian security compounds
that are suspected to have ties to
militants. Several explosions came close
to Arafat’s headquarters, but Israel
denied accusations that he was a target.
Instead, they only want to isolate him in
a certain area. They accomplished this
by damaging his three personal
helicopters and by damaging the landing
trip at the airport in the city of Ramallah
beyond repair.
The Israeli cabinet has also declared
Arafat’s administration a supporter of
terrorism because of his lack of measures
to prevent acts like these. This is another
implication that these attacks may have
serious ramifications to the situation in
Israel. In response to these allegations,
Brigadier General Ron Kitrey, a
spokesman for the Israeli army, stated
that “the target is not the man, the target
is the apparatuses.”
Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres
went further, stating to CNN that “in
many ways, this is more of a warning
than a military operation. It is a warning

to Arafat, telling him ‘take this situation
into your own hands and respond to the
real problem.’”
The United States has usually taken
a policy of encouraging Israeli restraint
in times like these, but due to the war in
Afghanistan and sympathy for victims
of terrorism, President Bush’s
administration has not yet condemned
Israeli reprisals. Secretary of State Colin
Powell has stated that the U.S. will
support any reasonable actions Israel

takes.
Jibril Rajoub, the commander of
Palestinian Preventive Security in the
West Bank, stated that the Palestinians
seek to “deal with these people according
to our national interests and
responsibilities. There will be no
compromise with these people.”

Sources: Wall Street Journal, New York
Times, cnn.com, washingtonpost.com

Human cloning: a possibility turned reality
g<X)glc

by

Ellen Bisson ’03

World Staff

Scientists at Advanced Cell Technology in Worces
ter, Mass., have begun to make cloned human embryos.
After resonating through international scientific, reli
gious and legislative circles, the news culminated in
words of disapproval from the Pope and President Bush
and a call in the U.S. Senate to pass legislation ban
ning such research immediately.
The progress in the human embryo cloning pro
cess was merely incremental by scientific standards.
Researchers at the privately held company used clon
ing techniques to make several early human embryos,
each from a cell taken from an adult. The goal is to
grow those embryos to a stage where they contain hu
man embryonic stem cells, which can be made into
potential replacement tissues for patients suffering from
various degenerative diseases. Although the cloned
embryos began to grow, the scientists reported, they
died before reaching that key stage of development.
The embryos may not have survived, but the debate
over human cloning is once again alive.
The big question being reconsidered is who could,
and perhaps more importantly, should benefit from
human cloning? Some bioethicists do not see human
cloning as intrinsically evil or immoral, but as a way
to help certain people with health deficiencies. If the
right laws are created as far as limiting those who can
use cloning technology, then the results can be posi
tive for society.
As an argument for their side of the debate, the ethicists cited previous questionable biotechnology, such
as blood transfusions or organ transplants and even
Louise Brown — the first baby bom by in-vitro fertili
zation.
Others, like Douglas Johnson of the National Right

google

“You look so familiar...” Human cloning will
make you think, and perhaps see, twice.
to Life Committee, see the matter with different eyes.
“We're talking about human beings being created and
harvested,” said Johnson. “Unless Congress acts, we'll
be reading that this company or another has opened a
human embryo farm.”
In Rome, Vatican authorities swiftly and unequivo
cally condemned the new research, vehemently oppos
ing the idea that an “early embryo” is not yet life. Even
the possibility of saving other lives cannot justify the
production of an embryo that is destined for destruc
tion, the Vatican said in a statement. “If what they call
in their article an ‘early embryo’ ... isn't human life,”
it asked, “then what is?” The dispute continued with a

response to the Papal declaration by less conservative
groups. “There is a big difference between cloning a
human embryo in order to create a human being and
using laboratory techniques to produce stem cells and
other cellular therapies to treat diseases such as
Parkinson’s, cancer or Alzheimer's,” said Daniel Perry,
executive director of the Alliance for Aging Research.
Some senators also called for a tempered response.
“I strongly oppose the use of cloning technology to
reproduce a human being,” said Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy. “But we must also protect essential areas of
medical research involving cloning technology, includ
ing stem cell research. This research holds enormous
promise for achieving breakthrough cures for the
dreaded diseases that touch almost every family in
America.”
In July, the House of Representatives passed legis
lation declaring any act of cloning, both for reproduc
tion and therapy, to be unlawful. The bill was to be
left on the wayside in the Senate until next session, but
because of the fiery argument at hand, it will now be
heard in the current session’s closing weeks.
The biotechnology industry has come out against
human cloning for reproductive purposes, apparently
calculating that in doing so, it can preserve its research
in therapy.
At least one senator thinks this strategy will work.
“I predict that Congress will ban reproductive cloning,
and I'm all for it,” Tom Harkin, Democrat of Iowa, said.
“If senators felt comfortable that there was a good solid
iron door against reproductive cloning, then I believe
you will open the door for scientists to move ahead
with these therapies.”
Sources: newyorktimes.com, washingtonpost.com

For a Commentary on Human cloning, see page 10
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Yesterday seems so far away
Former Beatle George Harrison dies at age 58
uy Jay

Higgins ’03

World Editor

George Harrison, the “Quiet Beatle,”
died this past Thursday. He was 58 years
old.
“I am devastated and very very sad,”
former bandmate Paul McCartney told
the BBC in London. “I remember all the
beautiful times we had together and I'd
like to remember him like that, because
I know he would like to be remembered
like that.”
Harrison had been fighting cancer for
years. He was first diagnosed with lung
cancer in 1997 and was treated in Swit
zerland earlier this year for a brain tu
mor.
Like the other Beatles, Harrison was
raised in Liverpool, England. At the age
of 14, he learned a few chords on a sec
ond-hand guitar he bought from a class
mate. Soon afterward, he teamed up with
John Lennon, and Paul McCartney, and
the three formed a group they called
“The Silver Beatles.” It was around this
time when Harrison was credited for
teaching John Lennon how to play the

guitar. By 1962, the group had added
Ringo Starr and renamed themselves
simply, “The Beatles.”
“Beatlemania” took over the United
States. On April 4, 1964, the Fab Four
had the top five positions on the U.S. Hot
100 and placed another seven elsewhere
on the chart. In descending order were
“Can't Buy Me Love,” “Twist And
Shout,” “She Loves You,” “I Want To
Hold Your Hand,” and “Please Please
Me.”
The Beatles' record of 20 No. 1
singles in America still stands.
After the band’s break-up, Harrison’s
career suffered a slump. During the mid1970’s, he formed Handmade Films,
which went on to produce Monty
Python’s “Life of Brian” and “Time Ban
dits.”
In 1980, former bandmate John
Lennon died in a fatal shooting. Harrison
recorded the tribute “All those Years
Ago,” a number one hit, which had mu
sical contribution from McCartney and
Starr, making it a near Beatles reunion.
Harrison soon began to become wary of
the Beatle reunion talk, announcing

“There won’t be a
Beatles reunion so
long as John Lennon
remains dead.”
After Lennon's
death, Harrison spent
a fortune improving
security at his man
sion near Henley-onThames, about 25
miles west of London.
He also traveled under
an alias often.
On- December 30,
1999, an intruder
broke into Harrison’s
google
home and stabbed
Harrison, (pictured second from the right) was
Harrison. His wife
known as the “Quiet Beatle.”
saved him by striking the attacker over
the head with a fireplace poker and table
Many fans have gathered in Central
lamp. The attacker was found to be in Park’s “Strawberry Fields,” a place
sane and confined to a mental hospital.
which tributes bandmate John Lennon.
Harrison recovered from the stabbing, There, flowers and candles have been left
but he soon was engaged in a new battle in remembrance of Harrison. As one fan
with cancer. He had first been diagnosed simply put, “I know that John will be
with lung cancer in 1997 and was last
waiting for George in Rock and Roll
heaven.”
reported to have a cancer-like sore
removed from his lungs in May of 2000.
Sources: yahoo.com, abcnews.com

Invention labeled “bigger than the internet” revealed
by

Bill Schmidt ’03

World Staff

After many months of uncertainty and
speculation, inventor Dean Kamen un
veiled his mysterious new invention
Monday - a one-person, battery-powered
scooter that he claims will revolutionize
transportation. Kamen and his backers
have big hopes for the agile Segway
Human Transporter, saying the scooter
will limit the number of large, polluting
cars that are used in cities and lead to a

realigned cityscape that is more people
friendly.
Until now the device had only been
known by its codenames "IT" and "Gin
ger." In an interview with Time maga
zine, Kamen boasted, "The Segway will
be to the car what the car was to the horse
and buggy. Cars are great for going long
distances. But it makes no sense at all
for people in cities to use a 4,000-pound
piece of metal."
Kamen revealed the scooter on ABC's
Good Morning America on Monday. He

and the morning show's hosts took the
scooter for a test ride in a New York City
park, demonstrating various maneuvers
and cruising up and down ramps as
crowds watched. "It just does it very
smoothly, very gracefully.... What used
to take you a half an hour will take you
7, 8, 9 minutes," Kamen said.
As an accomplished inventor and the
recipient of last years National Medal of
Technology award, Kamen holds
roughly 100 U.S. patents. His other in
ventions include the heart stint used by
Vice President Dick Cheney, a state of
the art wheelchair that can climb stairs,
and the first portable kidney dialysis ma
chine.
The two-wheeled Segway, which
looks like a cross between the popular
Razor scooter and an old fashioned ro
tary lawn mower, can travel at a top
speed of about 17 mph. Those who have
test driven the scooter have said that it
is difficult to knock over or fall from
because of the revolutionary use of gy
roscopes that work to keep it upright. A
single battery charge can propel the
scooter 17 miles over level ground, with
each hour of charge providing power for
two hours' use. "All the knowledge that

went into knowing how to walk is trans
ferred to this machine. When you stand
on this machine it kind of walks for you,"
Kamen proudly stated.
The first customers to purchase the
Segway will include the U.S. Postal Ser
vice, General Electric and the National
Parks Service. They will be purchasing
special heavy-duty 80-pound models for
$8,000 each. The Postal Service plans
to test 20 scooters on mail routes in Con
cord, NH, and Fort Myers, Fla., starting
in January.
From the time plans for the machine
were first leaked to a Web site called
Inside.com almost a year ago, tantaliz
ing but vague mentions of the project
kept the device in a controlled state of
pent-up hype. Many critics who'd got
ten sneak previews described the
machine's impact as "as big as the PC"
and "bigger than the Internet." Other
skeptics have labeled the invention a
bunch of hype. Only time will tell for
sure.
Sources: Time, nypost.com

For pictures of the invention, check
out www.thecowl.com
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They have the Pope and Bono on
their side—why you should get
behind the AIDS campaign. See

These junior high monsters
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secrets be unconstitutional.
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Choking on Ray:

Sodexho’s grip on PC
by

Dave Holman ’03

Commentary Editor

Undoubtedly relieved to reach the end of apartment
selection last week in Aquinas Study Lounge,
upperclassmen had one last step—signing the
contracts. As they began signing for their room and
board situations for the next academic year, they might
have noticed they are checking off unpriced meal
plans. When the bill is sent home, their parents will
find that four-man apartments were slightly more
expensive than the six-mans, and—surprise—the price
for meal plans has again gone up a bit. These students
and their parents will belatedly realize that they gave
the school a sort of blank check, just as underclassmen
will when they open their bill for their residence hall
accommodations. That blank check is not just a
financial vise—it’s a lack of choice in the services
offered on campus.
Take the College’s arrangement with Sodexho for
food services. Unless they’re the very lucky few who
manage to slide into an apartment with upperclassmen,
freshmen in residence halls are required to buy the
$3,990, 19-meal plan, and sophomores in residence
halls must at least buy the $3,530,15-meal plan. Those
who opt out of a meal plan altogether cannot buy Friar
Bucks for the convenience of swipe card use at Alumni
Cafeteria. Either you’re in or you’re out—and most
of the time you’re forced in.
That is the very nature of a monopoly: you have
nowhere else to turn. Before Alumni Cafeteria was
built about four years ago, there were other vendors
in Slavin Center. But now, there’s a lack of
competition, which usually breeds a low-quality
product for high prices. Consumers are forced into a
business relationship for lack of any other halfwaydecent opportunities. The market is cornered, and the
monopoly has little incentive to improve—after all,
their customers are not going anywhere. And since
they’re not going anywhere, they probably wouldn’t
mind paying a few extra bucks each meal.
But these few extra bucks add up—and start chafing
the wallet on the way out, especially when many
students think the service they are receiving is decent
at best. The Sodexho suits might raise an impassioned
defense here, but I have yet to see them bringing the

Cowl file photo

We’re paying how much for this? Raymond Cafeteria is Sodexho’s flagship site on the PC campus.
family by Ray Cafe on a Saturday night for that
eggplant you could have sworn you saw the night
before.
This is not to say Sodexho is not trying. There have
been notable improvements in the last three years.
There are a few more event dinners, more decorations,
box lunches, and contests, but all of these add up to
window dressing when you’re paying anywhere from
$5.40 to $6.66 a meal at Raymond, whether you eat
five pizza slices or a spoonful of cottage cheese.
But we as students have made the choice to come
to Providence College. And as far as the College is
concerned, we are consumers who have signed on for
part and parcel—unchecked rising prices and all. The
College will do business as it pleases, and as a private
corporation, will answer to as few entities as possible,
much less the students.

The College will not let students review the details
of the Sodexho contract—and not for lack of trying
Though the school will not provide the contract, their
fiscal year 1999 tax returns say that PC took in $7.65
million in meal plan revenue. This secrecy is how the
College wants to do business. However, this is a legal
relationship being established for the students. It’s not
a contract for electricity or even the Physical Plant
which affect the whole College community—this
arrangement almost exclusively affects the students
and yet the College allows them no say in the decision.
But the school probably doesn’t see it that way.
Subcontracting out the food services, just as with the
cleaning services with UNICCO, eliminates one more
nuisance in the administration’s mind. It benefits the

The Sodexho trust, page 13

Time’s a-wastin’ for cloning’s promises
by

Erin Simmeth ’03

Asst. Commentary Editor

Yahoo News

Rob Lanza, genetics researcher with ACT in Worcester, Mass., an
author of the recent paper announcing human cloning success.

The unthinkable has hap
pened. Scientists last week an
nounced the successful creation
of human embryos from cloned
cells, causing a flurry of debate
and anticipation as another
threshold of scientific progress
is crossed, carrying us further
into new moral territory. The
brave new world has arrived,
and it is headquartered just next
door in Worcester, Massachu
setts.
A heated debate is now boil
ing over with this new advance
in the area of medical interest
known as embryonic stem-cell
research. According to scien
tists, stem cells removed from
cloned embryos could be in
valuable for research, as they
might be capable of developing
into any organ in the human
body. However, the idea of
cloning human embryos in or
der to harvest useful cells is so

morally repugnant to many
people that members of Con
gress are already gearing up to
permanently outlaw such clon
ing and research.
Advanced Cell Technology,
the Worcester-based company
that released a report last Sun
day of the cloned embryos, has
to date not produced fullfledged human embryos. ACT
has only progressed to produc
ing a six-celled bundle of cells
known as a “blastocyst” that
could potentially develop into
an embryo after implantation in
a uterus.
Stem cells from these em
bryos could be used to perform
research on innumerable
dieseases and gentic disorders.
Scientists believe that stem-cell
research could result in cures for
anything from cancer and heart
disease to AIDS or diabetes.
The potential to save lives with
this research vastly outweighs
the moral ramifications of dis
carding five artificially pro-

See die world article
on cloning, page 8.
duced cells.
Conservative moralists
clamor to remind us that this
microscopic speck of test-tubebound life is still, in fact, a life.
Catholics are familiar with the
idea that life begins at first cell
division, and most people of any
or no theology are revulsed by
the hyped-up image of tiny em
bryos in Petri dishes being “har
vested” for medical research
and then “discarded” after use.
However, public imagination
and political pontification have
carried the image of stem-cell
research far from reality, mak
ing it into a spectre of bad Hol
lywood science that would give
Aldous Huxley nightmares.
The possible benefits of em
bryonic stem-cell research
are too valuable to allow the
practice to be completely pro
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Tangents and Tirades
Though your other Christmas presents just might not be
cutting it, Tangents and Tirades comes up big. So read on
and think of us when you get yet another... sweater.
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Capitalist The Christmas season is here again, and our
television sets have already been invaded by that paean to materialism disguised as
a cute story about accepting differences. I refer, of course, to Rudolph the RedNosed Reindeer. The two truly great animated Christmas specials, How the Grinch
Stole Christmas! and A Charlie Brown Christmas present a idealistic and, in the
case of Charlie Brown, explicitly Christ-centered vision of this joyous holiday. So
do the other great stories and films of Christmas—A Christmas Carol, It’s A
Wonderful Life, “The Gift of the Magi,” and so forth. In Rudolph, however, when
bad weather seems to be preventing Santa Claus from making his Christmas Eve
journey, he announces that “we’ll have to cancel Christmas.” Apparently Santa,
unlike the Grinch, has not learned that Christmas is about a little bit more than
presents. No one who only watches Rudolph will learn what Christmas is all about.
—James Kabala ’02
It’s Alive! Clonaid, an organization operating a secret lab outside the United
States and affiliated with a religious group which claims that extraterrestrial created
life on Earth, claims it has the capabilities (or soon will) of cloning humans. Although
the group’s activities are largely shrouded in mystery, the director of Clonaid has
announced that it will be made public once a cloned baby is bom. The potential (or
even the desire, as it is not clear if Clonaid’s scientists really are close to cloning
humans) of such an action has immense and far-reaching consequences. And to
think I was worried about anthrax and bioterrorism. Once again this is proof that
life outside American politics exists and it would behoove us all to pay a little
closer attention. —Stephanie Pietros ’04

Clubs & Organizations
Emily Heininger *04

Well, it’s a scooter... for yuppies A new era in transportation dawns with the
revelation of a famous engineer’s much-touted invention which is expected to

Roving Photographers
Dave Quinn *04
Amanda Zoller *04

revolutionize the modem world: a scooter. Inventor Dean Kamen claims that the
“Segway Personal Transporter” “will be to the car as the car was to the horse,” and
expects the battery-powered, super-balanced scooter to displace cars as the premium
mode of transportation in cities, where cars are costly and inefficient. The device
will soon be in use by some postal workers, and a $3,000 consumer version will be
available next year. It will doubtlessly be popular in the world’s largest and most
congested cities, where car jams cause major delays and severe pollution. However,
it seems unlikely that the scooters will be more than a fad in the U.S., where people
are too in love with'their “awkward, polluting cars” to ditch the SUV’s for scooters.
My guess is that the Segway will be a trendy toy for wealthy city dwellers but
largely unpopular with suburban families who still need their minivans for toting
the trappings of everyday life. —Erin Simmeth ’03

Tech Support
Chris Severino ’04

Moderator
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Cowl Letters Policy
The Cowl welcomes guest commentar
ies and Letters to the Editor from all
members of the Providence College com
munity, as well as outside contributiors.
All submissions must include the
writer’s name, signature, and a phone
number where they can be reached. Ar
ticles will be printed as space permits.
Letters should be no more than 250 words
in length. Guest commentaries should be
limited to 700 words in length and only
one will be published per week. The Cowl
editorial board and its administrative su
pervisors reserve the right to edit articles
and letters for space and clarity.
However, if there is a portion you spe
cifically wish to remain unchanged, please
inform the Editor-in-Chief. Letters to the
Editor are the opinions of the writer only
and do not reflect the viewpoint of The
Cowl staff.
Submissions must be delivered,
mailed or faxed to The Cowl office no later
than 5 p.m. on the Monday before publi
cation. Mail submissions to Box 2981
Providence, RI 02918, fax to 401-8651202, submit online at www.thecowl.com,
e-mail to thecowl@providence.edu, or
hand deliver to The Cowl Office in Slavin
104A. Call 401-865-2214 with any ques
tions.
Weekly Subscription Rate is $25.00 per
year by mail. Student subscription is

INCLUDED IN TUITION FEE. CORRESPONDENCE
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Providence College, Providence, Rhode
Island 02918.
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There is nothing nice about the positioning of the Thanksgiving vacation. What
is supposed to be a “well-deserved break” eventually leads to travesty. You go
home, have yourself a grand old time doing absolutely nothing and return to school
the following Monday as foggy-headed as ever, only to face a mountain of work
that makes you feel like you just got cracked in the grill with a snow shovel. By the
end of the last two weeks of class, you are left bleeding and crying and then you
have to start studying for finals. All of this is easily contrasted with the fallacious
tease of those few days off. Unfortunately there is nothing we can do about this
(obviously, doing work over break is not an option). Perhaps we can find some
piece of mind if we occasionally stop banging our heads off the_____ (fill in the
blank.. .1 suggest “desk,” “computer,” “wall,” “books,” or “dumpster behind Golden
Crust”) for a few brief moments and thank God that the semester’s almost over.
—John McHugh ’03

The Co-eds are Coming! Until last week, Providence College’s female students
were probably last referred to as co-eds sometime during the Carter administration.
Now, however, a flier with some sketchy (in both senses) plans for a proposed TV
pilot for which only women need apply proclaims “ATTENTION PC CO-EDs”
across the top. I doubt that such an inelegant appeal would attract me if I were a
woman. The use of the term “co-ed” to describe female students implies that the
men belong here and that the women are just here as part of some weird experiment.
This is scarcely true when the student body is three-fifths female. The flier is an
embarrassment. —James Kabala ’02
Well, his arms were wide open... There was a rousing cover rendition of Creed’s
“With Arms Wide Open” at the 10:30 Mass Sunday night masquerading as the
meditation hymn. As if I needed more Scott Stapp in my musical diet, he’s now
invading my prayers. God help us. —Dave Holman ’03

Just wanted to let you know of a little
known event in the history of the PC
mascot.
In the late 80's, at the basketball sea
son opening home game at the Civic
Center, all of a sudden the lights dimmed,
the crowd grew quiet, and music started
playing. As the music grew louder, it
became apparent that we were listening
to “The Flight of the Bumble Bee,” a.k.a.
the theme from the Lone Ranger. A
masked man in dark clothes emerged
from the spotlight, with six guns, hol
ster and the Lone Ranger hat. The an
nouncer then introduced the “new PC
mascot, The Lone Friar.”
Instead of the thundering applause
expected, the announcement drew a
spatterring of applause and a huge
amount of audible gafaws from the Friar
faithful. It was a thundering flop! I don't
think The Lone Friar was heard from or
seen again! He didn't even leave a silver
bullet.
Dr. Al Puerini ’74, Team Physician
Submitted via www.thecowl.com

I am writing to completely disagree
with R.J. Friedman's article calling for
the return of Friar Boy as the mascot.
That is a terrible idea. I was at PC when
Friar Boy was introduced and it was an
immensely unpopular idea. I was thrilled
when I heard of the change back to the
old mascot, albeit with a bad toupe.
Providence College athletes and students
are Friars, not dalmations. The new mas
cot is great and I can only pray someone
has put the dalmation down for good.
Matt Altenburger ’99
Submitted via www.thecowl.com

Tacky Towers offend
While what happened Sept. 11 was a
wake-up call to American security, it was
also an emotional blow to the entire na
tion, even the world. Especially hard on
those who lost friends and family, it will
also be hard on those “Tri-Staters” who
venture past New York City on their way
home to Thanksgiving dinner with their
loved ones. Not seeing the familiar sil
houette of the World Trade Towers will
devastate and shock.
After the debacle of Thursday, Nov.
15, on Slavin Lawn, it will even more
so. What debacle you ask? The extraor
dinarily tacky reconstruction of the Twin
Towers that were looming over Mr. and
Mrs. Slavin. Although I do not know
what student or student organization
erected such a monstrosity, I would hope
that the individuals involved would have
a little more tact. They should understand
that some people find that image to be
more than just a lawn ornament. Instead
it is symbolic of the pain and struggle
that they (as well as fellow Americans)
have suffered throughout the past two
months. To forcibly remind students of
something so painful in order to get a
petition for peace signed is completely
selfish and insensitive, not to mention
tacky and commercialistic. While we
must regain our strength and learn to deal
with what has happened to our Great
Nation, and ourselves, the healing pro
cess will not be an overnight miracle.
Maybe that should have been considered
before such a disturbing and selfish act.
Katherine Vince ’03
Submitted via www.thecowl.com

Editor's Note: The Cowl received an
anonymous Letter to the Editor from
those claiming responsibilityfor the Twin
Towers construction on Slavin Lawn and
explaining their actions. It is our policy
not to publish anonymous letters, but we
will be happy to print any signed letters
received at The Cowl office in Slavin
I04A or those submitted and verified
online.
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Down, but not out
The puzzling AIDS crisis—and PC’s chance to help
by

Sasha Gillin ’04

Commentary Staff

In the fall of 1983 confused scientists
noted a mysterious disease in selected
sections of the world that seemed
confined largely to gay men, heroin
addicts, and prostitutes. Almost twenty
years later, as AIDS continues to spread
in astronomical numbers and threatens
humanity in every section of the world,
the United States has found itself at a
crossroads. In the battle to fight AIDS,
the U.S. has adopted conservative and
half-involved policies, aimed directly at
one aspect of the disease or another. The
result has been largely unsuccessful, and
now the U.S. needs to make a decision—
either fight global AIDS in an all-out
war, targeting every aspect of it, or not
at all. The U.S. must discontinue this
half-assed approach to such a deadly
world problem.
The actual numbers for AIDS cases
are debatable since no group can agree
on the exact number of infections and
deaths in countries where AIDS has
attacked. In South Africa, where AIDS
is said to be the single biggest cause of
death, the numbers differ greatly from
group to group. The Medical Research
Council reports that 517,000 people
have perished from AIDS in South
Africa so far, the United Nations
Population Division reports 1.06
million, and the local actuarial models
say 352,000. The staggering difference
between these numbers makes it hard
for anyone to assess how much funding
a country needs to battle the AIDS crisis,
and the best way to go about it. The
World Health Organization estimates
that in poor countries such as South
Africa, as many as 1/3 of the population
could be falsely diagnosed with the
disease.
But why such a difference in
numbers, and how can anyone stop a
disease whose numbers are such a farreaching mystery? One reason for the
confusion among the numbers of AIDS
infections and deaths is that many
AIDS-infected countries are too poor to
perform the accurate tests which

See the news article on the
Student Global AIDS
Campaign, page 4.
countries such as the U.S. use. The
ELISA test, which is said to have more
than a 99% accuracy rate, requires about
5 blood samples before people are
confirmed to have H1V/AIDS. But in
poorer countries, tests are confirmed
positive after only one or two tests.
There are a number of factors that can
contribute to misreading the tests,
especially for people in poor countries
whose immune systems are already
weakened due to other serious and
deadly diseases.
Either way, the numbers of reported
AIDS cases have been rising rapidly. It
is reported by UNAIDS (who also use
the one test system) that AIDS,
tuberculosis, and malaria together kill
more than 17,000 people each day.
Although these numbers are estimates,
they do produce one good outcome—
money. The more AIDS cases a country
reports, the more money wealthier
countries are likely to give to AIDS
research and medical funding. The same
group estimates that only about .01 % of
Africa’s 25 million people infested with
AIDS have access to treatment.
A Harvard University researcher
recently calculated that it would be
possible for each African AIDS patient
to receive medicine for as little as $ 1,100
per year. But it is going to take more
than drugs to help stop the world AIDS
crisis. Tuberculosis, malaria, and other
tropical diseases are the other huge
killers in Africa and Asia. These are all
direct results of unsanitary living, filthy
drinking water, and poor nutrition, and
are rampant in countries whose people
are already too'weakened by advanced
HIV. Education, mother-to-child
disease prevention, effective treatment
for other diseases, and basic health and
sanitation improvements are required to
make any headway in curbing AIDS
deaths and infections. Money means
treatment, and the United States has an
obligation to play a big role in this
necessary campaign as one of the

Cloning’s promises
-Continued from page 10hibited. However, it is imperative that
scientists and lawmakers work together
to find a morally acceptable solution so
that the cloning and harvesting of embryos
does not spiral out of control.
The ACT scientists may have acted
rashly in announcing this advancement be
fore weighing the potential public reac
tion, but they are not mad scientists mak
ing Frankensteins or even close to the Ital
ian doctor with Clonaid who announced
his plans last year to clone babies for in
fertile couples. ACT has proven that this
technology exists, and yet their blastocysts
are many important steps away from be
coming real embryos, a feat which may
yet prove impossible.
One legal approach might be to out
law reproductive cloning, or placing a
cloned blastula in a uterus to develop into
Yahoo News
a human being. Cloning for medical re
President Bush condemns human
search could be protected separately as
cloning at a Nov. 26 press conference.
long as the methods did not require a more
highly developed embryo. A law of this sort would permit the life-saving technology
to be refined without permitting the artificial creation of human beings, a frightening
possibility that seems to become more likely with each passing year.
Those who would unflinchingly continue to oppose any use of stem-cell research
on purely moral grounds would trade saving the lives of the millions who will die
without the potential findings of this research for a few artificially manufactured cells.
The question of when life begins must not stand in the way of saving millions of
lives which would otherwise be lost to diseases that could be cured with the aid of
stem-cell research. A responsible public policy must ensure that this technology is
not abused by rogue scientists wishing to play God or create test-tube babies. How
ever, President Bush and Congress must not let the hype and fears of the public to
cause them to tie the hands of scientists who could use this powerful technology to
cure hundreds of harmful diseases.

Yahoo News

Relatives and friends lay hands on AIDS sufferer Angelina Jaffe, just one of
possibly billions on World AIDS Day, Dec. 1,2001, in Roodepoort, South Africa.
world’s richest countries.
It is estimated that at least $7 to $10
billion is needed to curb global AIDS.
Senator Leahy (D-VT) is circulating a
letter in the Senate urging President
Bush to support a $1 billion emergency
spending measure to help stop global
AIDS. He has the support of other key
Senators and Representatives,
Republicans,
Democrats
and
Independents alike, who realize the
severity of this health crisis and the
urgent need to do something about it. If
the U.S. were to give the $1 billion (a
tiny portion of our $2 trillion national

budget), it would not only make a strong
dent in global AIDS, but would also set
an example that other wealthy countries
would be likely to follow.
Providence College has just started
a chapter of the Student Global AIDS
campaign, the United States’ largest
student group committed to stopping
this crisis. I urge everyone to join the
club and support the $1 billion push to
President Bush. The AIDS crisis has
exploded and threatens every country in
the world, and the United States has an
obligation to help.

Online Poll Results
Poll for the 11/15 issue: “Do you think PC should have
an honor code?”
Yes, it will be beneficial to the College.
(36%, 70 votes)

Yes, it’s a good idea, even if it won’t be adhered to.
............. — (23%, 44 votes)

No, I would never be able to turn in another student.
No, students can’t be trusted.
(15%, 29 votes)

Poll current as of Wednesday 1 p.m.

Vote on this issue’s poll at www.thecowl.com: “Have you noticed a rise in the
level of unhealthy drinking at PC compared to last year?”

Just because there is no Cowl
issue over Christmas break
doesn't mean you have to sit
dejected and lonely at home.

www.thecowl.com
-Check online for Commentary
updates and Web Exclusive
Letters to the Editor
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Students grading their own papers and

The right’s not-so-righteous battle with teachers
Philip was embarrassed when
other students announced his
poor grades out loud, calling
Falvo ‘‘dummy” and “stupid.”
Mrs. Falvo then sued.

Google Images

The children are releasing education records? Schoolchildren stare in rapt attention.
by James

Kabala ’02

Commentary Staff

Close your eyes and remember the sixth grade.
These were the days of recess, science fairs, and spell
ing bees. They were also, most likely, a time when
you and the kid next to you were sometimes asked to
exchange quizzes or homework assignments and cor
rect each other’s work—so-called “peer grading.”
Personally, although many teachers used it, I always
found this practice lazy. Surely it would not have been
too burdensome for the teacher to personally correct
the papers rather than entrust the job to a potentially
incompetent student. However, I never thought that it
might be unconstitutional.
Believe it or not, a case on the matter has wended
its way all the way up to the Supreme Court. The
facts of the case, Falvo v. Owasso Independent School
District, are as follows. Kristja J. Falvo of Owasso,
Okla., has a son Philip. Philip was embarrassed when
other students corrected his papers and announced his
poor grades out loud, after which some of the students

called Falvo “dummy” and “stupid.” Mrs. Falvo asked
the teachers to stop the practice, but they refused. She
then sued. Her lawyer, Wilfred Wright argued that the
practice violated the 1974 Federal Education Rights
and Privacy Act (FERPA), which forbids schools re
ceiving federal funds from “releas[ing] education
records.. .without the written consent.. .of parents.” A
district court rejected the lawsuit, but the 10th Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled in favor of Falvo, thus banning
peer grading in six states—Oklahoma, Kansas, Colo
rado, New Mexico, and Wyoming—until the Supreme
Court issues the final decision. The case was heard on
Nov. 27, but a ruling might not come for months.
Falvo and Wright are backed by the conservative
Rutherford Institute. They are opposed by the National
Education Association, whose representative assem
bly formally voted in July to express “strong opposi
tion” to this “misapplication of student privacy rights.”
The NEA admits that not all teachers favor peer grad
ing, but adds that those who do use it should not live in
fear of a lawsuit. The U.S. government also opposes
the lawsuit, arguing that FERPA was never intended to

be interpreted so broadly.
According to the usual stereotype, it would be lib
erals pressing to have a law interpreted ridiculously
broadly and finding new rights where no one expected
them to be. This is especially true with privacy issues.
Similarly, it is generally conservatives who call for tort
reform and an end to frivolous lawsuits. Yet again, it
is conservatives who call for local control of educa
tion (e.g., one might think, not letting the Owasso
School District be bossed around by the federal courts).
In another twist, Falvo has the support of the Council
of Counseling Psychology Training Programs, who use
the familiar language of “self-esteem,” generally de
plored by conservatives.
Why, then, is the Rutherford Institute backing the
Falvo lawsuit? The answer is not elusive. After cen
turies as one of the most highly-honored professions,
the teacher has become one of the leading bogeymen
of the far right. Thus, the Rutherford Institute prob
ably believes, whatever a teacher wants must be
wrong—and not only wrong, but quite likely evil as
well. Thus, such absurd tactics as the Falvo lawsuit
are justified. This can be seen in Wright’s overheated
rhetoric before the Supreme Court, where he said that
finding in favor of the school would give teachers an
“unfettered, unshackled right to disclose a record to
anyone they choose” and even hinted that teachers
could then print test scores in the newspapers. (This
remark actually earned Wright a rebuke from Chief
Justice William Rehnquist, who noted that, as far as
anyone knows, no teacher anywhere has ever done such
a thing.)
In their haste to take the power to reveal grades out
of the hands of the teacher, Falvo, Wright, and the
Rutherford Institute have ignored the potentially di
sastrous consequences of their lawsuit. As Justice
Anthony Kennedy noted, a finding in favor of Falvo
would make it all but impossible for schools to pub
lish honor rolls or give out perfect attendance awards.
The Owasso School District fears that students might
not even be allowed to work out math problems on the
chalkboard. Perhaps they did not go far enough in his
speculation — it might even be illegal for a teacher to
tell a student, “Good job.”
Fortunately, all this will probably come to naught.
At oral arguments on the 27th, both conservative Jus
tice Antonin Scalia and liberal Justices Ginsberg and
Stephen Breyer seemed skeptical of the Falvo-Wright
argument. The story will remain, though, as a sad
record of what happens when ideology triumphs over
common sense.

PC’s monopoly: Is everyone
Sodexho
staring at
you?
-Continued from page 10-

school not to worry about labor, catering services, or
other management headaches.
That’s all well and good, but at some point the
school needs to define its relationship to the student
body and get its story straight.
If we’re simply consumers, we should have some
choice, such as
putting Friar Bucks
on our cards, meal
plan or not, or even
letting competing
companies separately
operate Raymond
and
Alumni
Cafeterias. It may be the case that food services
companies will not come on campus unless they have
a monopoly, but we must still wonder if this is the
best arrangement for the students.
If we’re shareholders in this corporation, then we
should have a prospectus and full disclosure as to
where our money is going. This does not end at the
Sodexho contract, but extends to the endowment,
building costs, and professors’ salaries.
If we’re children of the benevolent parent that is
Providence College, then that parent should be making
decisions with the children in the interest of the whole
family. This would mean making decisions as a family,
and letting Student Congress substantially deliberate
more than box lunches and other quality of service
issues—such as how much our real families are forking
over for this service.

Do you have

an opinion on

the state of the
military?

Share your body
of work and apply
to Commentary.
Walk on down to The Cowl office in Slavin 104A, and
pick up an application, unless of course you’re
“overworked.” We’ll like you for your inner beauty.
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Has the Grinch stolen all the good
holiday movie ideas?
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Picks
of the
Week
Christmas Edition
by

Mark M. Balas ’03

A&E Editor

Movie
Scrooged
Directed by Richard Donner
Underappreciated upon release,
Scrooged, features Bill Murray as a
modern-day (well, for the 1980s)
Scrooge who reunites with his ex
girlfriend (Karen Allen), has a runin with a disgruntled employee
(Bobcat Goldthwait), and contains
cameos from Mary Lou Retton and
Lee Majors. It also features the most
joyful end credits in Film history.

Music
John Denver and the Muppets
Christmas Together

A Christmas album in the classic
Christmas music tradition, this al
bum is worth the $7.99 you'll find it
for at a drugstore for Rolf's rendi
tion of “Have Yourself a Merry Little
Christmas,” the hilarious “The
Twelve Days of Christmas,” and
John Denver’s vocal track about
Christmas in nature.

Book
The Polar Express
by Chris Van Allsburg
A modern Christmas classic.

Naughty
or
Nice?

Claymation TV specials, Christmas
carol radio stations, and commerce
herald the upcoming holiday with sounds
of bells and bright twinkling distractions.
As always, the holiday’s playboy is out
in full swing working the mall circuit and
contributing some time to charitable
organizations and school breakfasts.
With a twinkle in his eye and reindeer in
lead, Santa Claus is primed for mass
cookie consumption and speedy gift
delivery.
However, despite near omnipotence,
good ole Saint Nick is only one mythical
personage and therefore can only do so
much. To that end, he has a bevy of
assistants (numbering only slightly less
than Elvis impersonators) to assist him.
This year, the Providence Place Santa
is stylishly svelte and adorned in crimson
togs. Seated in a chair of titanic
proportions, he is surrounded by an
elegant decorum incorporating the
traditional reindeer and Christmas color
scheme. Defying tradition, the modem
Santa does not jiggle while he laughs
with a hohoho. Rather, in true avante
garde fashion, he has special “variations
on the hohoho.” Something about him
suggests that he’s unconcerned with the
issues of naughty and nice as long as
people continue to buy the 30-5x7
portrait package. The incarnation of
dehumanizing commercialization and a
black void of negative Christmas energy,
P-Place’s Santa is rated F for fraud.
Modified svelte is also the style at
Warwick Mall where Santa sits in his
gargantuan sleigh ready to bring
Christmas gifts and joy to ail the good
little girls and boys. Obviously a long
time assistant to the man himself, this
Santa can hohoho with the best of them
and serves to counteract his near evil
compatriot at P-Place. Not only is the
Santa inviting and warm, he comes with
his own soundtrack performer, a
charming older man tickling ivories by
his side. With brilliant lights and
gigantic candy canes surrounding him,
Santa creates an enchanting Christmas
wonderland for the children with a jovial
and warm manner. Warwick Mall’s
Santa gets a B for benevolence.
Youth is the focus of Lincoln Mall’s
Christmas display, including a young
Santa that is nevertheless up to the
challenge. With delightful elves in an
animated wonderland, Santa merrily
greets children with an eager albeit
unpracticed air although his appearance
would suggest the contrary. Charmingly
chubby with a real looking fake beard,
this Santa has all the signs of becoming
a great. Augmenting his appeal is a

Alexandra
Silveira ’02
gives Santa a
taste ofhis
own medicine
and rates lo
cal mall
Santas.

HERBIE THE ELF/RI Mall

f/ey, big spender! Wanna sit on Santa’s lap?: The Rhode Island Mall’s Santa
Claus wins points for authentic joy and the best free gift.
friendly and inviting atmosphere
enhanced by easy accessibility at a mall
where one is sure to escape the deluge
of grumpy grinches in the more popular
malls. This youthful Santa gets a C
for cool.
As for the real Kris Kringle, he is
currently residing in a modest little sled
at the RI Mall where he hands out
storybooks and joy to all the little
children (and adults alike). With a warm
greeting and truly joyous smile, he greets
little children taking them in hand and
seats them on his wide lap to listen to all
of their fantastical wishes. The
embodiment and personification of the
giving spirit, he possesses all the telltale
signs. With a cap on head, suit that’s
red, and beard that’s white, he must be

Santa, Santa Claus.
The genuine article, his good
spiritedness, enlivens the mall-weary
faces as a fun Christmas display begins
to help restore spirit. Perhaps the
greatest proof of this is not the telltale
physical signs but rather a reminder of a
more innocent Christmas joy untinged
by any sort of troubles. The real Santa
Claus gets an A for always a delight.
Therefore remember that as
Christmas approaches with the promise
of finals, last minute shopping, and egg
nog overdoses, there is still a bastion of
true spirit and comfort who wishes “a
Merry Christmas to all, and to all a good
night.”
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Check it Out
What's new at Phillips Memorial
Library
Making Americans: immigration,
race, and the origins of the diverse
democracy I Desmond King
Remembering Jim Crow: African
Americans tell about life in the
segregated South. Includes 2 sound
discs.

Implementing the constitution1
Richard H. Fallon, Jr

Strange trades I Paul Di Filippo ;
with an introduction by Bruce
Sterling

A small treatise on the great virtues:
the uses ofphilosophy in everyday
life /Andre Comte-Sponville;
translated by Catherine Temerson

Enemies within: the Cold War and
the AIDS crisis in literature, film,
and culture I Jacqueline Foertsch
On her own ground: the life and
times of Madam C.J. Walker I
A'Lelia Bundles
The breach: inside the impeach
ment and trial of William Jefferson
Clinton I Peter Baker
Covent Garden: the untold story:
dispatches from the English culture
war, 1945-2000 / Norman Lebrecht

EMI/Def Jam

The healing wound: experiences
and reflections on Germany, 19382001 / Gitta Sereny

For more information,
contact Leslie Lanzieri,
ext. 1994,
llanzier @ providence.edu
or Ann Sullivan,
ext. 1908,
asullivan @ providence.edu

Welcome to the Souf: Ludacris looks to stamp out the competition with his
latest effort, Word of Mouf.
by

Dave Mayo ’02

A&E Staff
When he first came onto the scene
Ludacris was Backfor the First Time and
now you can only hear him by Word of
Mouf. With the success of his debut, this
Dirty South disc jockey-turned-rapper
accepted the challenge of living up to the
hype and producing a somewhat solid
sophomore album. Not since Busta
Rhymes has the hip;hop industry seen
such a kinetic personality, and perhaps
never has there been a rapper with
Ludacris’s combination of charm, enthu
siasm and complex lyricism.
In fashion with every other hip-hop

Ludacris
Word of Mouf
UNI/Def Jam

album out on the charts, Ludacris opens
up the album with a hard sound, letting
all other rappers know that he is on top
of the game and doesn’t plan on letting
anyone knock him off. Cris busts out
hard rhymes over a dope orchestra beat
of violins strings and drum beats, a per
fect sound to jump the album off.
The next track, which is also the sec
ond single off the album, “Rollout/’ is a
typical Ludacris track utilizing Southern
slang and turning it into a dope hook.
Cris kicks back at the lack of privacy that
surrounds an average MTV star. This is
the only track where you’ll hear him
rhyme about being a celebrity and the
industry—for the remainder of the al
bum, he sticks to what he got him his
stardom, crazy lyricism.
With ridiculous yet catchy hooks,
Cris grabs his audience’s attention by the
reins and has you shouting his songs af
ter only hearing them once. “Cry Ba
bies” is an outrageous track filled with
words you never thought would be
rhymed in a song: “So put your belly on
a plate and watch your weight, You
frostin’ like a flake and Ludacris feels
grrreat! (with Cris channeling Tony the

Tiger).” Down the line “Cold Outside”
is another track that features a cheesy
hook, but the content of the lyrics is what
keeps the track afloat. With “Cold Out
side,” Ludacris shows how he can go
from being outlandish and silly to seri
ous and soulful in a blink of an eye.
“Growing Pains” is a sound that you
never heard from Ludacris before, but
quite possibly is the best track on the
whole album. With the help of Fate
Wilson, who will become star on the Def
Jam label, the two rhyme about the old
days similar to Beanie Siegel’s “Remem
ber Them Days.” It’s a drastic change
from Ludacris’s wildly funny tone, yet
still the rapper comes off with his strong
mic abilities and flows with flaw. Its
tracks like these that will help him get
labeled as more than a one hit wonder
or a flop.
The next single off the album, “Sat
urday” is a sure-fired party track. This
club banger featuring a chorus of
“Ooohs!” and a fast, body-moving beat,
Ludacris rhymes about going out party
ing. The sound of the track and its lyr
ics go hand and hand as this will fill the
dance floors and maybe even the air
waves soon enough.
Ludacris is known for nasty, freaky
humor and grimy lyrics that makes him
such a fun spectacle for the public. How
ever it doesn’t always work, as some of
the songs on this album nearly cross the
line of fun and games and move towards
the offensive. “Go to Sleep,” “Move
Bitch” and “She Said” may go too far in
regards to the opposite sex as Ludacris
and his Def Jam South label mates rhyme
about objectified women.
A nice suprises on this album is
“Word of Mouf,” a freestyle that
wouldn’t normally be on a album, fits in
perfect as it shows Cris at his best. Cris
followed the formula of his first album
and went with “if it ain’t broke don’t fix
it” theory, but the downside to the al
bum is Cris’s choice to disrespect
women—I enjoy a good “ho” song here
and there, but Cris seems to overdue it
on this album.
GRADE: B-
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Music Ho ho ho-hum
Notes
by Dan Devine ’04
A&E Staff
Taken together, Destiny’s Child's
new 8 Days of Christmas and mega
comp NOW That’s What I Call
Christmas! allow for a nice comparison
between the old school and the new.
The lovely ladies of Destiny’s Child
spend 8 Days updating Christmas
classics with neo-soul production tricks
and vocal touches, while the 2-disc
NOW set features a pretty even split

Destiny’s Child
Garth Brooks
Scarecrow
Capitol Records
Garth doesn’t quite know himself.
For every song that takes a step forward
on his eighth album, Scarecrow, there
is another that wants to be blend into
everything else he has done. The
trapped yet hopeful “Why Ain’t I
Running,” fun, acoustic love song
“Wrapped Up In You,” and strippeddown “Thicker Than Blood” are the
most fresh efforts, balanced by the
weak George Jones duet “Beer Run”
and
standard
I-made-Trisha
Yearwood’s-career duet. Songs like
“The Storm” are solid, dark ballads, but
belong on No Fences or The Chase as
much as they have a place here.
This is a man who wants the edge
back, in both his personal and artistic
lives, but isn’t quite sure how to get
there. A few searches after heartbreak,
a family ballad, and some bread-andbutter twangy romps reveal this tension
despite his second-place writing credit
on almost half the album. While these
song topics are cliche for country,
Scarecrow has a thoughtful if confused
feel to it. It’s not the light at the end of
the tunnel for Garth, but it’s a step
forward.
GRADE: B
—by Dave Holman '03

Radiohead
I Might Be Wrong: Live Recordings
Capitol Records
With their first live EP, I Might Be
Wrong, Radiohead seem to be out to
prove a point: Kid A and Amnesiac can
be played live. With an eerily beautiful
“Like Spinning Plates,” (sans the Am
nesiac version’s annoying underlying
backward vocal track) a heavy, driving
“The National Anthem,” the EP accom
plishes the goal. The two new songs on
the album, the long-time live staple, but
never commercially released “True Love
Waits” poignantly ends the EP, and the
title track, “I Might Be Wrong” works,
but only as a transitional piece. I Might
Be Wrong captures the mysterious but
intense sound of live Radiohead, but
leaves the listener wishing for more than
a 41-minute EP.

GRADE: B+
—by Mark M. Balas '03

8 Days of Christmas
Columbia Records

Various Artists
NOW That's What I Call
Christmas!
Universal_______________________________

between yesteryear’s legends and
modem popular artists. Having listened
to both albums, the only definite
conclusion to which I can come is that,
time period not withstanding, most
Christmas songs say pretty much the
same things, and that the best ones
usually differ from the established
formulas.
For the most part, Destiny’s Child
manages to suppress the urge to go
overboard on 8 Days, reverentially
recasting some of the most well roasted
Christmas chestnuts. The title track,
also the album’s opener, features a
reworking of the famous “Twelve Days
of Christmas” in which the speaker
receives gifts ranging from a diamond
belly ring to a Mercedes CLK to her
man’s “quality T-I-M-E” (which, I’m
sure, is all women really want anyway),
set to a hard, thick beat that even the
most discombobulated of white guys
could dance to.
Each Child gets a chance to shine on
her own solo carol, starting, of course,
with Beyonce Knowles’ (who’s
probably topping of a lot of wish lists
this Christmas) rendition of “Silent
Night.” Her soulful vocal performance
displays a deeper-than-usual timbre, one
which never would have worked on
“Survivor” and lends an impressive air
of spirituality to the track. In a
surprising turn, Beyonce foregoes the
support of a trunk-banging beat in favor
of soft, deliberate, Simon and
Garfunkel-style acoustic guitar backing,
enhancing the hymn’s gentleness and
marking a break from her group’s tried
and true recipe for platinum sales.
Despite the late misstep of some
overdramatic and unnecessary vocal
gymnastics on the closing lyric, “Christ
the Savior is bom,” Beyonce acquits
herself well by taking the less worn path.
The same can be said for fellow
Children Michelle Williams and Kelly
Rowland (a.k.a. “Those Other Two Girls

You’re Not Looking At”), who turn in
well-arranged and vocally powerful
performances of “O’ Holy Night” and
“Do You Hear What I Hear,”
respectively. I’m sure they appreciated
the opportunity to step out of Beyonce’s
ever-widening shadow, even if only for
a moment, and prove that they too pack
voices that can blast you out the back
door.
Despite the impressive solo
performances and respectable showings
on “Little Drummer Boy,” featuring
Solange Knowles (Beyonce’s little sis),
and the strangely infectious “Winter
Paradise,” 8 Days of Christmas crosses
the finish line coughing and sputtering
with three songs which are at best
unremarkable and, at worst, profoundly
terrible. While cheesy lyrics are often
forgivable on Christmas songs, “This
Christmas” (a track recorded by secondtier R&B singer Joe for NOW)

SKI

showcases phrases that an ADD-addled
four year old would find trite: “Presents
and cards are here / My world is filled
with cheer - and you - this Christmas /
As I look around, your eyes outshine this
town (yes, they do) / this Christmas.”
“Opera of the Bells” isn’t terrible, just
really annoying; I don’t think I could
have stomached another chorus of
harmonized “Ding, di-di-di-di-di-di-diding, ding, di-di-di-di-di-di-di-dings.”
The one obvious and laughable mistake
on 8 Days comes in a neatly wrapped
little package called “Spread a Little
Love on Christmas Day.” The song
starts off innocently enough, saying that
the ladies of the Child aren’t blessed
because of the “amounts written on
[their] check,” but because of the
happiness they are able to bring to
listeners everywhere; for a moment, I
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You wanted the best, you got the best
Don't know what to get for your best friend? Buy him one of the slew of
high-profile greatest hits albums that were released in this fall.
—by Mark M. Balas ’03

Barenaked Ladies
Disc One: 1991-2001 All their
Greatest Hits
Reprise Records
After 5 proper studio
albums and a live one,
Barenaked Ladies give their
casual fans a chance to catch
up with a collection of
American radio, Canadian
radio, and live hits. The album
kicks off with their great
poppy, creepy “The Old
Apartment,” which perfectly
captures the dominant Ladies’
theme: a classic acoustic,
easy-going, bouncy pop sound
that veils melancholy lyrics.
The Ladies’ best song,
“Brian Wilson” is an early
highlight, and by the eighth
track, “If I had $1,000,000,”
the Ladies’ formula grows a
bit tiresome. And Disc One's
lone late highlight, “Pinch
Me,” indicates that the Ladies’
later albums, while popular,
are not their best work.
One of the album’s new
tracks, “Thanks that was Fun,”
continue the typical Ladies
pattern, and doesn’t show any
sound evolution, but “It’s
Only Me,” does show them
experimenting with electricity.
Nevertheless, that can wait for
the title’s suggested Disc Two.
For now. Disc One, like the
Ladies, is a pleasant enough
diversion.

GRADE: B-

Pink Floyd
Echoes: The Best of Pink
Floyd
Capitol Records

The Smashing Pumpkins
Rotten Apples: The Smashing
Pumpkins ’ Greatest Hits
Virgin Records

The best punk band to ever
have charting hits finally
releases a long-overdue
greatest hits collection that
will make you nostalgic for
the eighth grade, wonder
where the years went, then
jump around your apartment
with reckless abandon
bumping into walls and falling
down.
Like a good musical
retrospective should, every
song is familiar, and in its new
context, sounds fresh and
exciting. Green Day’s hit
collection accomplishes this
task and more, nearly topping
the Beastie Boys Anthology in
song order and selection.
Every memorable Green
Day song is included, included
“J.A.R. (Jason Andrew
Relva)," from the Angus
soundtrack and “Poprocks &
Coke” from the pre-Dookie
days.
Even the art of the CD is
well-produced, juxtaposing
the gritty, hard pop sound of
Southern California punk with
super bright, retro-1970s reds,
pinks, and oranges.
As much as you may think
Green Day is watered-down,
listen to the disc, and you’ll
believe that they could take
Blink-182 any day of the
week.

As much as I’ve tried, and
tried, and tried...I can’t stand
Pink Floyd. Their pseudosurrealistic album covers got
old and expected after A
Momentary Lapse of Reason,
their wailing guitar solos and
ten-minute jams are boring,
monotonous and grating, and
with their greatest hits
collection, it seems that their
heart wasn’t in it.
While the songs are cross
faded together, the “remaster
ing” doesn’t sound much
different from the original
album versions. The art,
which incorporates images
from all of their album covers,
seems thrown together, as do
the liner notes.
Their “hits” are all com
posed of bland, detached,
pseudo-intellectual lyrics and
droning chords.
While the collection
provides the early nuggets,
“See Emily Play,” “Set the
Controls for the Heart of the
Sun,” and “Arnold Layne,”
they only provide to show
where the band went wrong.
Floyd’s signature composi
tion, “Wish You Were Here”
comes way too late in the
collection to even bother
sitting through the pompous
sludge before it.

The Smashing Pumpkins’
greatest hits collection is one
very few well thought-out
collections released by any
band trying to fulfill their
record contract, ever.
The Pumpkins’ “rotten
apples” are ordered chrono
logically from Gish to
Machina II: The Friends and
Enemies of Modem Music,
which allows the listener to
grasp the huge, but gradual
change from grunge band to
goth metal in their ten-year
history.
The Pumpkins’ atomic
sound is captured in the
obvious selections from their
major releases, but also in the
B-side selection from the
Mellon Collie singles to the
Internet-only Machina II,
which create a cohesive,
album-like unit.
The liner notes, while
suspiciously Auf der Maurfree, are a fine companion to
the two discs, which only
suffer from the lack of “The
End is the Beginning is the
End" from the Batman and
Robin soundtrack, and
Machina Il's best track,
“Crash Car Star,” which was
once considered for
singledom.

GRADE: A

GRADE: D

The Cure
Greatest Hits
Elektra Records

Green Day
International Superhits!
Reprise Records

This hastily thrown
together collection of hits and
singles captures The Cure at
their gothic synth-pop best,
but leave out over half of the
songs on their singles collec
tions, Galore and Staring at
the Sea: Singles that together
draw a complete picture of the
Cure’s storied career.
Greatest Hits covers The
Cure’s full career, but doesn’t
give a full picture of a band
capable of much more than
one single per album represen
tation. The songs are great, but
the scope is limited.
The second disc on
Greatest Hits limited editon is
worth the price of the collec
tion. The second CD is
composed of all of the songs
on the first disc, in the same
order as on the first disc, but
recorded acoustically in
August at a London studio.
This acoustic disc captures
a band reinterpreting their
finest songs when their
musical chops have matured,
and Robert Smith’s voice has
deepened and gotten a bit
rougher. The performance is
engaging, and a welcome
addition to any depressed
dancer’s collection.

Disc One: B
Disc Two: A-

DISC ONE: ADISC TWO: A

NOW That's What I Call Christmas captures the true spirit of the season: consumerism
-Continued from Page 16actually believed they were sincere.
Then, of course, I was treated to this
Grammy-winning line: “rep-re-sen-tin’
Hou-ston, Tex-as / A-T-L, Il-li-nois,
ladies /chil-lin’ wit’ Ro-sie O-Don-nell,
ha-vin’ a good time, we clownin’.”
If you’re speechless, you’re not alone.
I can’t fathom anybody writing that,
taking a step back, reading it, and saying,
“No, that works. That’s a good lyric.
Let’s leave that one in.” And yet, it
seems that these things happen in twos,
as the song later degenerates further with
the “Independent Women Part I”
refugee, “Do you have my back on
Christmas day? I Yes, I got yo’ back on
Christmas day / Do you have my back
on Christmas day? / Girl, I got yo’ back
on Christmas day.” Can someone please
explain to me why the hell Beyonce
would need someone to have her back
on Christmas day? Is she getting ready
to brawl? Is she anticipating getting
jumped and beaten down outside her
“crib?” What the hell kind of line is that?
1 don’t know ... all I know is that I
listened to that line for an hour and
couldn’t make any sense of it. Then I
realized that I wasted an hour of my life
trying to make sense of a Destiny’s Child
lyric, and my descent into depression
deepened. Thanks for the holiday cheer,

ladies.
Luckily, in my moment of weakness,
I was able to turn to the inspirational
NOW That’s What I Call Christmas!, a
fine collection of the greatest Christmas
hits ever recorded ... and some other
crap from a bunch of pop stars. The track
listing of Disc One reads like the
soundtrack to every Christmas movie
ever filmed, featuring names like Nat
King Cole, Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra,
Tony Bennett, Ella Fitzgerald, Dean
Martin, and Perry Como. Aside from a
minor psychopathic episode brought on
by Elmo & Patsy’s comedy classic,
“Grandma Got Run Over By A
Reindeer,” which I think is as stupid and
awful now as I did the first time I heard
it (when it was packaged by my local
“hit music station” as “New Kids Got
Run Over By A Reindeer”), I liked the
first disc of NOW. It evokes all those
great Christmas memories: exchanging
presents with the ones you love,
gathering for a great dinner, watching
your mom get tanked off eggnog and
Absolut - you know, real holiday stuff.
It also includes the rare Elvis Presley
holiday recording, “Blue Christmas,” a
country and blues tune expressing the
feeling of loneliness and melancholy that
comes with spending a holiday without
a significant other. In a neat little
juxtaposition by the NOW people, "Blue

Christmas” appears between Bing
Crosby’s legendary “White Christmas”
(a tinny recording, which could have
benefited from some remastering) and
the Chairman of the Board’s “Have
Yourself a Merry Little Christmas.” The
contrast between happy generality and
thoughtful specifics is pretty cool, and
“Blue Christmas” stands out as Disc
One’s finest moment.
Disc Two moves us into the modem
day, kicking off with the great “Happy
Xmas (War Is Over)” by John Lennon
and Yoko Ono. Originally released as a
follow-up to “Imagine,” this important
ballad takes the Christmas theme and
inverts it, reminding us that people the
world over suffer needlessly while we
celebrate excess. The collective voice
of the Harlem Community Choir adds a
touch of realism and youthful energy to
the song, making it not only important
but genuinely uplifting. Lennon’s
beautiful and socially relevant Christmas
song butts heads with former partner and
ex-Beatle Paul McCartney’s “Wonderful
Christmastime,” a pointless yet catchy
table scrap which finds the Walrus at his
McCartneyest, writing a business
friendly piece that sounds unnervingly
like a kitty litter jingle.
Other highlights of Disc Two include
The Boss kicking it with a rockin’
version of “Santa Claus Is Cornin’ To

Town” so full of energy that Springsteen
himself can’t control his laughter; the
Band Aid’s “Do They Know It’s
Christmas?”; Diana Krall’s jazz piano
interpretation of “Jingle Beils”; and
Mannheim Steamroller’s delicate
instrumental cut of “Away In A Manger.”
Forgettable and downright awful
material abounds as well, though: the
patron saint of candy-asses, Michael
Bolton, crawls out of the grave and
attempts to be the sixth Backstreet Boy
with “Our Love Is Like A Holiday.”
*NSYNC’s weak “You Don’t Have To
Be Alone (On Christmas),” feels like a
B-side from No Strings A ttached that just
got a couple of words about Christmas
tacked on so it could be a seasonal hit.
Thankfully, Luther Vandross’s version of
“O Come All Ye Faithful” and Boyz II
Men’s beautiful a cappella take on
“Silent Night” end the album on a high
note, reminding you of the possibilities
for spiritual rejuvenation in this over
commercialized and sadly noncontemplati.ve time.
8 Days of Christmas and NOW That’s
What I Call Christmas! fail to excite our
sense of Christmas cheer more often than
they succeed, but that they succeed at
all is pretty impressive.
8 Days of Christmas: C
NOW That’s What I Call Christmas!:

B-
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How to succeed in theater without
faculty involvement
by

Kelly Mack ’04

A&E Staff
This weekend, Friar’s Cell, PC’s
student-run theatre group, presents How
to Succeed in Business Without Really
Trying, a musical that tells the story of
J. Pierpont Finch’s rise to the top of the
business world. Finch, played by Jason
Davis ’03, works as a window washer
for a large company, but is unhappy and
wants to move up in the business world.
One day, Finch hears a radio program
entitled How to Succeed in Business
Without Really Trying. Following' the
instructions given by the voice on the
radio, Finch soon lands a job inside the
building, and working in the mailroom,
he catches the eye of a pretty young
secretary named Rosemary (played by
Gianine Teti ’02). With the help of his
radio instructor, Finch climbs almost all
the way up the corporate ladder: he goes
from the mailroom to a junior executive,
then from the head of his department to
Vice President in charge of Advertising.
Once he gets to the top, however, he
finds that he has to make it there on his
own, without the help of his trusty radio
show.
With fourteen songs and leads that
include Megan Peters ’02, Michael
Propster ’03, Dave Quinn ’04, and
Tiffany Toner ’03, the show promises to
be an entertaining one. Toner says that
one of the best aspects of the show, as it
comes together in these final weeks, is
the cast: “The chemistry of the cast is
great - it’s the closest and most talented
group I’ve ever worked with, and the
energy level is phenomenal.” More
importantly, however, is that the show
was put together entirely by students.
There are three directors: Joe Bonfiglio
’02 is directing the acting, Jaqueline
Oswald ’02 is directing the vocals, and
Sam Colavolpe ’02 is directing the
choreography. Of the show, Toner says
“it’s their baby. Our directors are
wonderful, and three of the most talented
people on this campus.” One of the goals
of Friar Cell has always been so for

JOHN ENGLISHMEN/The Cowl

students to learn from experience and see
the fruits of their efforts fully developed
into productions. The technical side of
the production is also run by students,
and can be just as challenging as
directing or acting. Meghan McKeever
’03, a member of the crew for How to
Succeed, says there are “a ridiculous
amount of lighting cues - about twice
the number that would be in a regular
musical. The set is small and simple; so
much of the technical part and the
symbolism are done with lighting.”
While it does sound like a lot of work
for students to put together an entire
production, especially with nightly

rehearsals that last from four to five
hours, rest assured that it isn’t all work.
Toner says that the cast “is truly having
a good time,” and McKeever says that
the time commitment isn’t that bad. “It
really doesn’t seem like work,” she says.
“It’s like getting together with your
friends every night and just having fun.”
Sound good to you? McKeever also
stresses that anyone can be a part of Friar
Cell productions. “Whether it’s crew,
publicity, box office, or scene shop, I
would encourage anyone to do it. It’s a
great group of people to be working
with.”
Friar Cell will be presenting How to

Clockwise from top left:
Gianine Teti ’02 and
Tiffany Toner ’03 sing a
song; Jason Davis ’03
makes his case for promo
tion; the cast breaks out
of their cubicles.

Succeed in Business Without Really
Trying December 7-9 (at 8:30pm on
Friday and Saturday, and 2:00pm on
Sunday) in Blackfriars Theatre. Call the
Harkins Box Office in advance for
tickets at x2218.

Music department brings opera to PC
By Adrienne Larsen-Silva ’02
Asst. A&E Editor

With the production of PC’s first ever
opera, Dido and Aeneas, audience
members were required to dust out the
cobwebs from high school or first
semester Civ to recall the story of the
Greek epic. However, thanks to the hard
work of students and faculty of the music
department, the experience was much
less painful and much more entertaining
than one may have remembered their
initial encounter to be.
The story opens with Dido (Anne
Palumbo ’01), queen of Carthage,
discussing her interest in Aeneas (Jeremy
Giambo ’02), who, in the course of
heading home after the Trojan War, was
blown off course and ended up in her
kingdom on the shores of Africa. Dido
is hesitant to pursue any relationship
because of the vow of celibacy she made
after her husband’s death, however the
court and her close friend Belinda
(Melissa Holt ’03) encourage her, and
so she allows herself to fall in love with
the warrior. Meanwhile, Dido’s
archenemy, the sorceress (Peter Waugh
’05), plots to ruin Carthage by thwarting
Aeneas’s boar hunt and sending a spirit
to remind him of his journey and
therefore causing the queen to despair.
Joined by his coven of witches and their
two leaders (Jennifer Soltoff ’02 and
Margo Nothnagel ’02), the group
rejoices at the prospect of the city’s
downfall. When the spirit (Greg Wonshik Park ‘02) reminds Aeneas of his

journey, Aeneas first protests, then
eventually gives in to what he believes
is the command of Jove. Dido is
heartbroken, but insists on sending
Aeneas away, only to find once he has
gone that she is indeed deeply in love
with him. As the opera ends, the queen
of Carthage dies of a broken heart,
leaving her friends and courtiers to
mourn.
Despite the fact that the opera was
sung in English, many of the words were
difficult to understand, especially if one
was not accustomed to listening to this
particular genre. However, the lost
words were more than made up for with
the voices of the cast, most of whom
were outstanding. Palumbo, who
returned to PC to play Carthage’s
doomed queen, was quite impressive in
her role. She carried herself beautifully
throughout the performance, and her
breathtaking voice sang easily and
naturally.
Giambo, in the role of Aeneas, was
not quite as impressive as Palumbo,
although he sang with sincerity. His
facial expression however, did not
change much throughout the show, and
several times his voice seemed to shake
and miss his desired note. In an instance
of smaller roles making the most of their
stage time however, were Soltoff and
Nothnagel as the lead witches. These
two, hissing and writhing their way
around the stage, were both creepy and
amusing. Despite all their running
around, they also managed to have
enough air to harmonize perfectly, each

CONSTANCE BROWN/Publications Department

Andrea Femino ’03, Anne Palumbo ’01, and Melissa Holt ’03 perform in
I Cantori’s production of Dido and Aeneas, PC’s first
student-performed opera.
proving to have a lovely voice despite
their characters’ grotesque appearances.
The show’s non-leads provided a
solid support for the main characters as
well. The queen’s court was made up of
PC’s elite choir, I Cantori, whose
combined sound was both energetic and
pleasing to listen to. The dancers, all of
whom shared some sort of
choreographing responsibility, played a
number of roles, from courtiers to sailors.
While the dance numbers were not
complex (it would be a difficult task in

such small performance area), they
certainly added to the show as a whole.
For a first effort, PC’s music
department should count Dido and
Aeneas as a success. I’ll admit I had my
own reservations about attending an
opera, not being a particularly huge fan,
however I was, like everyone else in the
audience I believe, pleasantly surprised.
It only goes to show once again, that
some of PC’s best-kept secrets can be
found not on the playing field, but
onstage.
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All we want for Christmas...
The A&E staff wishes for world peace, eternal happiness, and a new
Buffalo Tom record.

PETE TAVIS '05/The Cowl

Merry Christmas Charlie Brown!'. Meet the Peanuts Gang: (Top Row) Schroder, Lucy, Charlie, Snoopy, Sally, Linus, and PigPen.
(Bottom Row) Peppermint Patty and Marcy.

The A&E staffknows that everyyear commercialism overrides the true meaning ofthe

Gdristmas giving spirit - but that doesn't mean that they want io stop getting all that
free stuff. This is what they want.
Please give Britney Spears even
just a little bit of shame and/or selfrespect.
2. After graduation, I’d like to be dis
covered by professional dancers
and then be invited to take a year
or two off and tour with them ballet or swing would be prefer
able please.
3. Could you relay this message from
my sister to Justin Timberlake?
“Dear Justin, leave that tramp of
yours behind and come meet a real
woman. You can find me in
McVinney Hall at Providence Col
lege. Don’t forget to call ahead
though - I’ll have to sign you in.
Love, Liz”.
4. Do you think you could lower
ticket prices at the movie theatres?
We’re poor college students $8.75 to see a film is robbery, es
pecially when most of the movies
are lousy.
5. Lastly, I have this final exam com
ing up in my voice class, involv
ing me having to sing solo. As a
special pre-Christmas request, do
you think you could maybe see to
it that I don’t flunk?
Thanks Santa - you’re the best!

1.

Love, Adrienne
1.

2.
3.
4.

FREE OL’ DIRTY BAS
TARD
The Fugees to get back to
gether one more time
Size 13 Timbs (yea ladies)
For Method Man and Redman
to offer STEP 1 program on
the effects of drugs

5. For PC to offer a course on
rap music or how about
EBONICS lOLFOSHEEZY!
Word—

Dave Mayo
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

I want to see the cute teacher
from Never Been Kissed in
more movies.
Office Space 2... need I say
more?
That Beyonce Knowles is not
the next Austin Powers side
kick. .. I know it’s already in
production, but if you could
do something...
If Tom Cruise and Penelope
Cruz get married, could you
have her hyphenate her
name? I just think it would
be funny.
Don’t let Dismissed ever get
cancelled.

Thanks!
Kelly_______________ __________
For Axl, Slash, Izzy and Duff to
reform Guns ‘n’ Roses. I don’t
care who you get on drums, just
reform Guns ‘n’ Roses. No, Axl,
no whining - just reform Guns ‘n’
Roses.
2. For the Nirvana boxed set to come
out sometime before I graduate
college.
3. For STEP-1 to get the OF Dirty
Bastard to speak to the PC popu
lace about the dangers of drug use.
4. For revenge on all my enemies ...
um, I mean, for a new ... uh ...
screw it, abort, abort!
1.

5. For a songwriter or band to do
something genuinely innovative
next year.

Thanks dude—
Dan
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

A new straight jacket for Mariah
Carey: one that fits her and cov
ers up her nastiness. No doubt
she’s had an impact on music to
day, but enough already. Send that
glittering girl to the psych ward.
Moulin Rouge 2.
The Critic to return to TV.
A full-length mirror for Christina
Aguilera.
Dawson to drown in his creek and
take the rest of the crew with him.

Yours truly,
Dave Quinn
Gimme:
1. A new Buffalo Tom record.
2. Wilco’s Yankee Foxtrot Hotel..
3. Less work.
4. The “old” U2 of cryptic epigrams
and 40-foot miiTorball lemons.
5. Jewel.
6. Green space.

Again, gimme—
Mark
Dear Santa,
First off, thank you for mak
ing last year’s wish come true. I
haven’t seen Jennifer Love-Hewitt in
months! This year I would like An
gels in America Parts One and Two,
and A Chorus Line to come back to
Broadway. I would like “male angst
rock’s” fifteen minutes to be up. I

would like the milk carton from Blur’s
Coffee and TV video for my very own.
I think he would be a cute pet. And
Santa, I haven’t been my best this year
(I’m a senior... you understand) so you
can keep the Oscar for a better child,
just give me the Golden Globe. You
know what category.

Thanks Santa! Love,
A True Believer,
Erin
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

more Pete Yom
the much awaited retirement of
the Backstreet Boys
an end to all techno versions of
pop songs (especially anything by
Enya)
the return of A&E’s Pride and
Prejudice
a period of self-evaluation for
Gwen Stefani

Love and Kisses,
Alexandra

Merry Christmas
to all, amd to all a

goodnight.....
The A&E staff
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19 Things to do off campus...
•

Fine Arts

•

•

•

•
•

•

John Nazarian Center for the
Performing Arts, R1C, 8 PM

Etc

Brown Dance Ensemble’s Fall
Concert (through 12/9), Catherine

•

Bryan Dill Center, Brown University,
8 PM
"A Celebration ofAging " (10/16-12/
12), Main Gallery, URI Fine Arts
Center (call for times)
Festival Ballet's The Nutcracker (12/
14-12/16), PPAC (call for rimes)

•

Cityside Skatepark Providence,

•

Dunkin’ Donuts Center (call for
schedule)
Improv Jones, Perishable Theatre,
every Thursday and Saturday at 10
PM

The
Natural
Environment:
Hopelessly Unstrung or Pausing to
Rewind? (through 12/16), URI Fine

Addresses and Phone Numbers

Arts Center Galleries (call for times)

•

J. Geils and others (12/7), Met Cafe,

•
•
•

9 PM

•

Marshall Crenshaw (12/8), Met Cafe,

•

Lynvrd Skynyrd (12/9), Fox woods, 7

•

Music & Mistletoe Concert (12/7-12/

8 PM
PM

•

9), Grant Recital Hall, Brown
University (call for times)
Boston Pops Holiday Concert (12/
11), Dunkin’ Donuts Center, 7:30 PM

•

•
•

•
•

Theatre

•

•

A Chorus Line (through 12/8), URI
Fine Arts Center (call for times)
Profiles and Shadows (through 12/9),
George Houston Bass Auditorium,
Brown University (call for times)

•

Theater from the Four Directions:
New Plays from First Nations
Playwrights (through 12/9), Trinity

•

Straight Man (through 12/9),

Repertory Theatre (call for times)
Catherine Bryan Dill Center, Brown
University (call for times)

Last Waterfire of the season (12/7),
Waterplace Park, 9:20 PM

Treasures from Private Collections

Music

The Bottom

Trinity Repertory Theatre (call for
times)

Rhode Island College Dance
Company Winter Concert (12/7),

(through 1/15/02), Corridor Gallery,
URI Fine Arts Center (call for times)

•

A Christmas Carol (through 12/28),

December 6,2001

•
•
•
•

Catherine Bryan Dill Center, Brown
University, 77 Waterman Street, 8632838
Dunkin’Donuts Center, One La Salle
Square, 273-5000
Foxwood’s Casino, Route 2,
Mashantucket, CT, 1-800-200-2882
George Houston Bass Auditorium,
Brown University, 155 Angell Street,
863-3558
Grant Recital Hall, Brown University,
Young Orchard Street, 331-6060
John Nazarian Center, RIC, 600 Mt.
Pleasant Avenue, 456-8144
Leeds Theatre, Brown University, 77
Waterman Street, 863-2838
Met Cafd, 130 Union Street, 8612142
Perishable Theatre, 95 Empire Street,
331-2695
PPAC, 220 Weybosset Street, 4212787
Trinity Repertory Company, 201
Washington Street, 351-4242
URI Fine Arts Center, 105 Upper
College Road, Kingston, 874-2775
Waterplace Park, South Water Street,
272-3111

—compiled by Adrienne
Larsen-Silva '02

By Erin Keller ’02

With the first day of December be
ing over 70 degrees in Providence,
Rhode Island, and the nation’s fight
against terrorism continuing to dominate
the media’s attention, we all may need
an extra push into the holiday spirit. Trin
ity Repertory Theatre Company has A
Christmas Carol running downtown un
til Christmas Eve. The television net
works will broadcast the traditional holi
day specials like Mickey’s Christmas
Carol, Frosty the Snowman and Rudolph
the Red-Nosed Reindeer. However, this
year, the box office is offering very little
in the way of holiday movies.
The films that will coming out in the
month of December are guaranteed to
be blockbusters. This year the most an
ticipated films, including Ali, Lord of the
Rings, Oceans 11, A Beautiful Mind, and
Vanilla Sky, all seemed to have been
packaged with “Do Not Open Until
Christmas” wrapping. All that’s miss
ing from this batch of holiday goodies
is the holiday theme.
Is it a good move for the film indus
try to showcase movies in the holiday
season that are devoid of the customary
festive spirit? Perhaps it is. When tak
ing the history of Christmas movies into
consideration, the classics seem to be
before 1970, while those in the last de
cade have virtually all been flops at the
box office. The original Christmas mov
ies of the past ten years were poorly re
ceived, despite the big names that signed
onto the projects. Whether it was Tim
Allen replacing Santa in The Santa
Clause, Michael Keaton taking the form
of a snowman in Jack Frost, Denzel
Washington playing an angel in The
Preacher’s
Wife
or
Arnold
Schwarzenegger searching for a hard to

find toy in Jingle All the Way, audiences
have been less than pleased. Film re
makes also received low marks, includ
ing the 1994 remake of Miracle on 34"’
Street and most notably, last year’s Fam
ily Man, which sought to be a newer ver
sion of the holiday classic It’s a Won
derful Life. Of course the 1990’s did
have their share of Christmas classics,
including Tim Burton’s clay mation mas
terpiece The Nightmare Before Christ
mas, the family blockbuster Home
Alone, and last year’s remake of Dr.
Seuss’ How the Grinch Stole Christmas.
But if you’re looking for the holiday
staples, don ’ t go anywhere near the new
releases aisle in your local video store.
It’s very difficult to remake a clas
sic. Usually it takes something extraor
dinary (like turning a cartoon into a live
action fantasy ala Grinch) for it to hold
a candle to the original. So maybe it is
best to avoid promoting those impend
ing disappointments. And with the
schlock that has been produced under
the guise of “Holiday Family Fun” re
cently, maybe it’s best to spare the pub
lic that, as well. The mantra this year at
the box office is: if you can’t do it right,
don’t do it all. Do what you can do well,
regardless of the season. Let’s hope it
works this vacation.
So chances are, you won’t be able to
see the holiday film equivalent of A
Christmas Carol or White Christmas at
the box office this year. But there will
be blockbusters, guaranteed. And if you
can’t have holly, reindeer, snowmen and
that “God Bless us everyone” cheer at
the movies this season, you might as
well bask in the holiday glow of prize
winning fighters, hobbits, and George
Clooney.
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Our gift to you...

Starting 12/7
Avon Cinema
260 Thayer St. Providence, RI421-0020
Amelie: 7:00, 9:30; Sat & Sun: 1:00, 3:30
Vampire Hunter D: Friday and Saturday: Midnight

Castle Cinema
Bandits: 7:00, 9:15; Sat/Sun: 1:00, 3:30
Grateful Dawg: 9:10; Sat/ Sun: 1:00
Riding in Cars with Boys: 6:45; Sat/Sun: 3:00
Max Keeble’s Big Move: Sat/Sun: 1:00, 3:30
Training Day: 7:00, 9:15
Rocky Horror Picture Show: Saturday evening at
midnight

Providence Place
Francis Street, Providence, 270-4646
Ocean’s Eleven: 12:10, 12:40, 1:10, 3:15, 3:45, 4:15,
6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 9:15, 9:45, 10:10, 12:00; Sun-Thurs:
no 12:00 show
Behind Enemy Lines: 12:20, 12:50, 3:05, 3:35, 6:20,
6:50, 9:00, 9:30, 11:30; Sun-Thurs: no 11:30 show
Spy Game: 12:35, 3:40, 6:45, 9:35, 12:10; SunThurs: no 12:10 show
Black Night: 11:40, 2:10, 4:40, 7:05, 7:45, 9:25,
10:00
Out Cold: 12:25, 2:40, 4:50, 7:25, 9:40, 11:45; SunThurs: no 11:45 show
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone: 11:20,_
12:00, 12:30, 1:00, 2:50, 3:20, 3:50, 4:20, 6:10, 6:40,
7:20, 9:30, 10:00, 10:40; Sun-Thurs: no 10:00, 10:40
show
Shallow Hal: 11:25, 2:00, 4:35, 7:40, 10:15
Monsters, Inc.: 11:30, 12:05, 1:45, 2:15,4:00, 7:10,
9:20, 11:15; Sun-Thurs: no 11:15 show
Domestic Disturbance: 11:55, 2:25, 4:35, 7:35, 9:55,
12:05; Sun-Thurs: no 12:05 show
Life As A House: 4:25,7:15, 10:05

ompiled by Dave Quinn ’04

Web exclusive movie and album
reviews during finals period
and Christmas break.

www.thecowl.com

$$$$ Cash $$$$
FOR YOUR BOOKS**
If you are not satisfied
with the money you are
getting for your books

on campus
-try-

Off Campus*
*college ID. required
**college textbooks only

The Friar’s Cell presents
How To Succeed in Business

Without Really Trying
A Concert Production of the Hit Musical

December 7 & 8 at 8:30 PM
December 9 at 2:00 PM
865-2218 for reservations

Blackfriars Theatre

Off Campus Bookstore
1017 Smith Street
Providence, R.I. 02908
401-861-6270
@ http://offcampusbookstore.com
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Christmas
Movie Quiz
‘Tis the season of home cooked meals and lazy retreats to the couch for many a
holiday-movie marathon. And what better way to warm up for such a feat than
to test your Christmas movie Knowledge. Enjoy!
(Answers on Page 25)

Compiled by Dave Quinn ’04
Features Contributer

By Kevin Hirten ’03
Features Staff

It’s not often that sheltered upper
middle class college students gets to
contemplate their mortality. Sure we’ve
all had discussions about death or
watched depressing movies about
athletes who get cancer, or looked at an
old person and said, “Man, how bad is it
gonna suck to be old?” But rarely do we
get beyond the realm of mere abstraction.
The only real way to contemplate our
death is to be faced with it and accept it
as the constant reality that it is.
I had an experience that I can honestly
say changed me for at least a couple of
days. I flew on an American Airlines
flight from Kennedy Airport to Santa
Domingo two weeks ago. This of course
was a week after the exact same flight
587 crashed into a residential Queens
neighborhood. Imagine my reaction
when I heard about that crash. I’d been
looking forward to a Dominican
Republic vacation all summer and then
in an instant everything changed. The
trip was ruined for me; it was like
booking an Alaskan cruise a year in
advance that set sail a week after the
Exxon Valdez. Suddenly, for the first
time in my life I was afraid to fly.
Terrorists don’t really scare me. I
have a decent amount of faith in the new
government security and the sight of
Army guys with machine guns at the gate
was comforting in a weird, fascist kind
of way. The aspect of the recent crash
that scared me was that it was so
unexplained. It was a bird in the engine,
or the pilot getting caught in another
plane’s jet wash, they never really
figured it out. Despite my mother’s
insistance that “this is the safest plane
in the world right now” most of the
passengers including myself were
uneasy about the flight.
I noticed that the members of my
family had some distinct methods of
dealing with or concealing their concern.
When my uncle arrived at the gate at
6:00 am, he turned to me and said, “Hey
I’m gonna go fix myself a drink in the
bathroom, Do you want one?” He mixed
himself a Vodka tonic in the stall to calm
his nerves. Alcohol was his source of
comfort. That and pointing out how he
could have gotten past the security and
the metal detector — a favorite airport
pastime of my family. (He is a
particularly picky alcoholic who
exclusively drinks Tom Collins and Gin.
He only likes Canada Dry Tom Collins
mix, so he brought 7 bottles in his
suitcase. He was amazed that they didn’t
even open one of the bottles since “He
couldda had gas in there or something”.)
1 know he wasn’t nervous on the flight
because he drank $60 worth of bloody
marys on the plane and passed out in the
bathroom for a while, just a mess.
My aunt also looked to artificial
substances for relief — she took 2 Zanax
and was blissfully unaware that she was
even flying. At least she didn’t bother
any one though; my father and
grandfather cloaked their reservations
with a veil of ultra-assertive confidence.
From the moment they sat down in their
chairs, they were constantly ringing the
call button, pestering the flight
attendants, inventing statistics about air
travel and talking loudly about how

unlikely a crash would be.
Me, I chose to just sit in complete
silence and listen to the plane. If any
readers are afraid to fly, may I offer some
advice—If you’re scared don’t listen to
the plane. Listening only helps if you
know what a healthy plane sounds like,
which none of us do, because we only
listen when we expect to hear something
bad. If you listen close to the noises of a
plane you will hear things that sound like
stuff breaking and leaking and it will
drive you nuts. Within 5 minutes of
sitting in my seat I had already started
to think I would not make it back to
Providence.
While taxiing to the runway a woman
said the Our Father, Hail Mary and Glory
Be in Spanish over the intercom. It
didn’t help my nerves. Now you might
say that this experience fails to qualify
me to write an article about death
contemplation, but there was not a single
conversation going on when that plane
took off (except, of course, my father and
grandfather). I bet every person on the
plane was contemplating death in some
sort of way. Leaving the ground was
both exhilarating and terrifying. The
engine noise was uneven. Every turn,
dip, and bump was the start of a
catastrophic crash scene in the movie of
my dementia. As fun as it was to
mentally envision my funeral, I knew it
wasn’t healthy.
It wasn't until midway through
Bridget Jones’ Diary that I came to
realize the absurdity of my behavior. My
cousin Caitlin in the seat beside me,
noticing my white knuckled anxiety told
me to “Relax”. It was such simple
advice, yet for some reason it launched
me into a series of calming complex life
metaphors that left me without worry. I
saw the plane ride as a crude model for
life and consequently recognized that
living in constant fear of dying is
ridiculous.
Living in constant
knowledge that we could die at any
moment is necessary, but fearing death
will only leave you bitter, distant and
unhappy.
We would never enjoy anything if we
really considered how dangerous things
are. Car rides and roller coasters would
be torture instead of leisure.
Furthermore, I realized that listening to
the sounds of the engine accomplished
nothing. It’s not like even if I did hear
the engine falling apart I would be able
to do anything about it. So I sat back
and embraced how little control I had and
how surreal life is. The only certainty
in life is death. Worrying about it is not
making life better; in fact, it makes it
worse. I resigned then and there to cut
out worrying full stop. 1 recalled the
quote in the Bible, “for all our worries
never added a single cubit to our life,”
and relaxed and enjoyed the movie.
It’s funny how simple advice is
usually the best advice. I mentioned
earlier that this experience changed me
for at least a few days. Well, turns out it
was much easier to relax in a tropical
paradise than at school with dozens of
papers and exams staring me in the face.
I just hope that when I get stressed out
in the coming weeks I will remember my
cousin’s advice, try to put things in
perspective and try to go back to that
moment on the plane of sublime
understanding of life and how surreal it
is.

1. “No, you are a hallucination, brought on by alcohol! Russian Vodka, poisoned
by Chernobyl!”

2. “Now you go home and write “I am very sorry for what I did to Frosty” a
hundred zillion times. And then maybe —just maybe, mind you — you’ll find
something in your stocking tomorrow morning.”
3. “Attacked by Christmas toys? That’s strange, that’s the second toy complaint
we’ve had.”

4. “A gentle smile often breeds a kick in the pants.”
5. “We get one day a year to prove we’re not screw-ups and what do we do? We
screw it up.”
6. “My father wove a tapestry of profanity which to this day is still hovering
somewhere over Lake Michigan.”
7. “Faith is believing when common sense tells you not to.”

8. “This house is so full of people it makes me sick. When 1 grow up and get
married, I’m living alone.”
9. “Can I refill your eggnog for you? Get you something to eat? Drive you out to
the middle of nowhere and leave you for dead?”

10. “I’m giving thanks that we don’t have to go through this for another year.
Except we do, because those bastards went and put Christmas right in the middle,
just to punish us.”
11. “If you utter so much as one syllable, 1’11 hunt you down and gut you like a
fish! If you want to fax me, press the star key.”
12. “Weight? Does this look like a little weight to you? You make it sound like
I’m retaining water. I’ve gained 45 pounds in a week.”

13. “Mother always taught me: ‘Never eat singing food.’”
14. “When I get in there you better be wearing nothing but a candy cane!”

15. “You’ll never fit in! Now you come to elf practice, learn how to wiggle your
ears and chuckle warmly and go hee-hee and ho-ho and important stuff like that.”
16. “Sally, when I want philosophy, I’ll turn on ‘Oprah.’”
17. “When what’s left of you gets around to what’s left to be gotten, what’s left to
be gotten won’t be worth getting, whatever it is you’ve got left.”
18. “It’s not a bad little tree. All it needs is a little love.”
19. “You can mess with a lot of things, but you can’t mess with kids on
Christmas.”

20. “Look Daddy, teacher says every time a bell rings an angel gets its wings”
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II-Greetings For The Harvest (1859)

Bark at the Moon: Faults

of Modern Evolution
Terrorize The Online
World
Craig Mann ’05
Features Staff

Before man had the opportunity to
impress the opposite sex with tales of
high SAT verbal scores or quotes from
ancient philosophers, they were wander
ing the Earth in search of warmth, shel
ter, and food; basic survival techniques
seemed much more important than work
ing one’s game. Leonard Nimoy, “in
search of’ the truth behind full moon fe
ver, took part in a television program
examining the animal nature of man.
If you’re a complete freak, you may
remember Leonard Nimoy as Freddy in
a 1960 episode of the television show
"Bonanza” (original airdate December
17,1960). Any normal person, not stalk
ing Leonardy Nimoy, would be familiar
with him as “Spock” from “Star Trek.”
He was the guy with the ears that looked
as if they'd been stuck in a vacuum fora
lengthy period of time. Not just any
vacuum: one of those crazy industrial
ones that costs seventy-five cents a pop.
And no matter what body part you get
stuck in them, the gas station clerk al
ways refuses to turn the machine off.
When man was in his primitive state,
sometime before the creation of MTV,
he would wait fora full moon. The moon
made hunting easier, allowing for a full
awareness of surroundings. As people
evolved, along with the subsequent dis
covery of the MTV Network, full moons
became less essential to entertainment
and survival. The instinctive nature in
man would remain. On nights of full
moons these traits come out in full force
(but only on nights when “TRL” is on
re-runs). Statistics show that murder
rates in some cities, on nights of full
moons, have increased threefold. To
people who can control homicidal urge,
this extra aggression is redistributed into
oddness in personality.
Personally, I save online conversa
tions. Mainly because I’m demented, but
also because I like to tell my friends

they’re experiments for my coffee table
book on schizophrenics. They tell me
they’re not schizophrenic, mainly Ital
ian, and part Irish. I don’t believe them.
Noticing that some of the weirder con
versations happened on Thursday, No
vember 1st, I did some research and
found out that it was a full moon. I pic
tured Leonard Nimoy in the background,
his ears twitching like a broken
eggbeater, admiring my research.
In Connecticut, my friend Brad and
I are in a hardcore band. Contemplating
a quality, but of a different genre, song
to cover for a 7" vinyl release, the fol
lowing occurred:
Craig (not sXe): If we did that Ja Rule/
J-Lo song we could be cool like them.
Craig: See, I told you...
Brad (formerly sXe): damn, why didn’t
I listen.... Please forgive me.
Brad: Are there any dance-song cover
comps, we’re all over that Gloria Estefan
trash.
Craig: Damn right... You can’t go on
without me... I swear!
The second occurrence took place
with another close friend of mine, Matt.
I was in the middle of doing some re
search for a term paper on Aaron Burr
and was wondering what he might be
able to contribute to the paper. Too bad
Matt ate a big bowl of clueless earlier in
the evening.
Craig: Do you know who Aaron Burr is?
Matt(pXr): Why? DidshejustIMyou?
Craig: Huh? You know a girl named
Aaron Burr?
Matt: Sounds familiar.
Craig: You idiot. Aaron Burr was Tho
mas Jefferson’s first vice president.
The world might just be better off if
these hoodlums were out on their respec
tive city streets causing bedlam, instead
of destroying a fragile online commu
nity. The next full moon is on Decem
ber 30th, so gather your collectable HeMan Action figures, New Kids on the
Block comforter and pillow set and lock
them in a safe location. Most impor
tantly, stay off the streets and for my
sake, stay offline.

A Google Plus One by John Philpott ’02

by

Sara Schepis ’04

Features Staff

The mist is rising from the pond, is rising.
“Harvest winds,” the farmer said at dawn light
Already the press has seen its crush of windfalls
Nut brown, the spiced skin of yet-too-hot pies
Kiss of frost on the oak leaf, suspended in a pail of water
Steam from the kitchen— “Take those wet boots off and come to dinner!”
Gathered around the table with a peace lighting our faces
In the light of the lamps, that gold touches so gently.
“Vincent, you say the blessing.” Heads bow, hands clasp.
“In Thy perfect goodness, Almighty Father, Thou hast truly spoken
blessings.
Now with tanks we ask it again upon this meal, this day, and we Thy
servants.”
Going from hand to hand, the filled plates, the winter-through hopes rising
like mist.

A New Step
By Maria Monaco ’02
Features Staff

It’s pretty simple to walk, just one
step in front of another. It must have
been hard at some point, but there’s no
way I could remember that. No one can
possibly remember her parents cheering
her on, one behind a camcorder and one
with outstretched hands, but it must have
happened because its so natural now.
The only difference between then and
now is that they’re walking behind me
and I seem so anxious to take the lead.
The problem is that I’m still searching
for their outstretched hands ready to
catch me if I misstep. The camcorder I
could always do without, but I still want
my accomplishments recorded, if only
in a few heartening words.
That seems like a pretty common
place thing. Everyone wants to be
recognized, especially by those closest
to her. So why is this a problem? It’s
not a problem until the recognition stops
coming. It’s not a problem till you head
in a different direction and look behind
you to see worried faces instead of
encouraging ones, and suddenly the
world gets turned around in your mind,
or at least it has for me. Suddenly those
same two individuals who cheered me
through soccer games, music recitals,
and those stupid award nights don’t seem
to recognize me at all. Where have they
been? Who have they been looking at?
It definitely wasn’t me they were
looking at, but that’s as much my fault
as theirs. While I was writing stories
down on paper for myself, I was also
creating the story of myself to present
them. I should have gotten a Pulitzer
for these stories. There was Maria the
scientist, who was going to head off to
medical school and rid the world of every
form of illness. They loved this story.
It was passed around at every party and
family gathering and to every friend,
acquaintance, or even just met stranger.
Then
there
was
Maria
the
businesswoman, who was going to show
those guys how things really get done,
and make enough money to make
everyone happy. There’s been Maria the
dentist, Maria the violinist, and Maria
the attorney, just to name a few. 1 was
just soaking up the praise, and living off
of the reactions, but that game’s over
now.
Now there’s just Maria, and they

don’t seem to understand this story at all.
Maybe it’s too complicated or not
straightforward enough. To me this
seems silly cause I’ve always known that
I was complicated. I can’t even figure
myself out sometimes, but this must be
too new for them. Maybe it’s too dull
and not exciting enough. How do you
tell this version of the story at those
parties and family gatherings? Maybe
it’s too unclear, too unconventional, and
too un-everything they ever expected it
to be. I should know by now what I want
to do with my life. Should I know? I
should know the next step I want to take.
/ should? They couldn’t see this scene
coming through the camcorder lens, and
it’s thrown them for a loop.
I want them to see that it’s as hard on
me as it is on them, if not harder. I’m
learning how to walk again, without their
guiding light in front of me. I’m
stumbling over my own feet left and right
just trying to figure things out. I stopped
making up those stories because I knew
I didn’t fit the parts. It would be like
putting the soap opera actress in the
leading role of what’s expected to be a
blockbuster hit; it would just be ugly.
I’m not rebelling or going through a
phase. I’m just trying to be me. For the
first time in a long time I’m just trying
to be myself, and part of that is figuring
out, through these piles of stories, who I
am and what I really think.
I know I’m not the only one going
through this. Every year I’ve seen at
least one of these articles pop up, but it
just seems like a whole other story when
it’s your own. I know there are so many
seniors out there right now going through
the same thing, or who will be going
through the same thing. It’s been put
off, and put off, but suddenly you realize
that another step has to be taken.
Hopefully you’ve also come to realize
that this step has to be taken alone.
There’s no one to hold you up, no one
with outstretched hands, and no one to
congratulate you when you know you’ve
made the right choice, but yourself.
Now I know how hard it must have
been to take those first steps so long ago,
and I’m grateful that there were people
there to guide me through it. I just hope
I can do it all over again, for myself, and
by myself, this time. It’s just one step in
front of another, same as before, but it
just seems like a wholly new and
inconceivable task.
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How To Make The
Most of “The Most
Wonderful Time of
The Year”

Well It’s True! Well It Is!
(A Comedy in Five Acts)

By Leslie Heller ’02
Features Staff

By Neisha McGuckin ’03
Features Staff

If there is one time during the school
year that I despise most, it’s the period
between Thanksgiving and Christmas
break. Year after year I struggle through
these few weeks, hopelessly counting
down the days until classes end.
Unfortunately, the end of this countdown
leads me to that juncture in the semester
that every college student dreads: Exam
time. At that point, any lost or forgotten
work can no longer be made up, and all
the work we students put off for so long
must be confronted. Day after day,
papers are due, exam dates are moved,
and presentations are given. Whoever
said this is "the hap-happiest season of
all" must not have been a college student.
As a student, I am constantly
searching for ways to make this dreaded
time before exams seem “bright.”
Freshman year, I thought that Christmas
lights might do the trick. I believed they
would act as a kind of reminder of the
joyous time when exams would be over
and it would actually feel as though
Christmas was on its way. Instead, I
received a reminder about fire codes
from my RA. Since then, I have found
that procrastinating is the only effective
way to fill my longing for holiday cheer.
The following are a few suggestions I
have conjured up for my fellow college
students to help put some excitement
back into this exam time/holiday season
-Watch some classic holiday films.
Since we can’t have real Christmas trees
in the dorms, A Charlie Brown Christmas
is always a nice reminder that it’s the
spirit, not the tree itself, that counts.
- Continued on page 24 -

Rational
by Joan

Barker ’04

Features Editor

Provided that I am naive
and bent in views, save my own,
tap my fingers, rational.
Let my mind wander,
spread itself thin over
my thoughts,
each a moment,
rational tease.
Sterling silver details,
catching my eye,
patterned next to wooden
desks. Memories won’t suit desire,
as a newfound freckle. Rational.

Throwing fate for withered
curtains. Rational, now,
the shower’s glowing rain.

I’ve stopped trying to calculate
the means by which
I am consumed.
Absent minded.
I have chosen to
be carried, rationally.
Soot stains running deep
across the dinner plate,
retreating to a rational stare.
Rational Scene:
faces, seven by four.
Cheap comic strips pasted
to the dark oak. Free soap
and dual action body oil.
Drawing milk out of the air.
Petty metal, wrapping my notions
In an iridescent robe. Perfume, of tin,
Earned only at ease.. .rational.

Prologue
How many of you have messianic
tendencies?
asked Nonna
(the Libra who looks for patterns)
in the hot September classroom
her diction clear Providence slant
while her smile charms like
The flying cat on her safari shirt.
She purses her lips,
sucks in her cheeks,
Rolls her eyes and
Let’s out a “Ha!”

Act One: Norma on Love
“Libras love to be in love. I’m a
Libra.. . so is my husband. Are any of
you Libras?”
“I was reading Emile Zola by the
fourth grade. I was a strange little kid.
Zola’s books were a bit sexual. I
thought, ‘This is what books are?’
And I said, ‘Wow!’ in the fourth
grade.”
On marriage: “Academics is real.
When you get married and merge on
the bookshelf, you know it’s forever.”
“Never marry someone who you
suspect is going to have a mid-life
crisis.”
On dating: “I had a very practical
mother. She always used to tell me
before I went on dates, ‘Be careful—
what are you going to do for an
encore?”’
“Nerds make wonderful husbands. I
should know. .. I married one.”
Act Two: Norma on Food
“We go out for Chinese food on all
Jewish holidays. Never miss an
opportunity for Chinese food: that’s a
law of nature.”
“I can smell french fries at almost five
miles away.”
On olive oil: “It sets you on grease
skids for the rest of the day.”
On alcohol: “Isn’t crunchy, isn’t
chewy, hardly even know it’s going
down: better to have chicken wings!”
“If any of you are dish freaks, you’ve
gotta become an Orthodox Jew.”

Act Three: Norma on Food and
Love
“Love is as important as dinner.”
“I turn to jelly at the earliest possible
opportunity.”
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On the
Literary
Tradition
by

Act Four: Norma on Judaism
Don’t confuse your Yiddish terms:
“There is a difference between a
schlemiel and a schlemazel. A
schlemiel is a person who puts a cake
in the oven. When other people walk
by and stomp around they cause their
cake to fall into the oven and bum. A
schlemazel is a person who puts the
cake in the oven, and then, because of
their own stomping around, the cake
falls into the oven.”
On Jewish mothers: “In Judaism you
are always waiting for the Messiah. . .
well, when a Jewish woman has a
baby, she looks down at her baby and
thinks, ‘Ha, my little Messiah!”’

A Dialogue On Dietary Laws:
Me: “If kosher means clean, then what
is the Yiddish word for unclean?”
Norma:“Traife means unclean in
Yiddish.”
Me: “So what would be a traife
pickle?”
Norma: (laughing) “I could get very
dirty right now but I’m not going to!”

Act Five: Searching for Patterns in
the Cosmic Miscellaneous
On risks: “I take calculated risks. You
shouldn’t do things unless there is a
percentage in them.”
On books: “I’ve read everything.”
On existence: “Tiffany honey, I think
it’s funny you think that I have had an
interesting life. .. I have had a very
middle-class bourgeoisie existence. ..
doing laundry.”
Self-reflection:“I try not to take myself
too seriously.”
The best policy: “I shouldn’t be so
honest.”
The perfect response: “When someone
plays games with you, you should just
turn to them and say, ‘You have no
class.’”

Matt Daly ’02

Features Staff

I’m sitting here and watching VH-1.
A show entitled “Legends” fills the
screen,
as Jimmy Page and Robert Plant begin
to play the songs that turned them into
gods.
Commercials start to advertise the next
event that everyone must try to catch.
So after 25 odd years it’s time,
my generation’s Woodstock 99.

The beards and hair were long, but not
from age,
and cleanliness was not priority.
A call to all of those who came before,
that you would never let them hold you
back.
You used your stage to let the nation
know
about the things you wouldn’t let go
on.
But now you’re older, wiser, in
control,
without the will to listen to your soul.
You’ve settled in with those in past
denounced,
and stifled children looking for their
own
distinct ideas the world presents to
them.
Defined in anniversary you chose
to recreate the time that you once had,
without allowing us to make it ours.
You knew that it could never be as
good,
your peaceful time of love and
brotherhood.
Now televised for all the world to see
that your achievement would be a
success,
you never thought you’d get what you
received.
Reactions that you couldn’t
understand,
will be the ones we force you to
accept.
So watching from my chair I had to
smile,
while children scream and bum and
fight and rape
in a playground that you thought you
could create.
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My Extended Family
by

Jessica Albetski ’04

Features Staff

This past semester has been unlike
any other that I’ve experienced at PC,
which probably doesn’t say much since
this is only my third semester. Yet,
within my short college career. I’ve had
my share of struggles, not only with
schoolwork, but also with friends. Yet,
this current semester has had more than
its share of friendship problems. It
seemed that every day something odd
would happen to my friends and 1. New
issues were constantly brought up, and
they were usually discussed between the
hours of midnight and three in the
morning. Needless to say. I’ve missed a
lot of sleep the last three months.
One difficulty of friendships is
sometimes they just won’t last. For
example, this semester, I’ve seen
friendships torn apart, and dissolve, with
little or no chance of being revived. It
happened when the problems became too
large for people to face, or people
decided the other person’s friendship
was no longer worth the effort, or sadly,
when the entire friendship never had a
solid foundation and neither person was
benefiting from one another and simply
fell apart.
That actually leads me to my next

point: What does it mean to be a friend?
As 1 said in the previous paragraph, a
framed isn’t one who will quickly turn
away when things become hard.
Hopefully, if they feel their friendship is
important, it’ll work out. But, the main
thing I saw this semester, was people
who didn’t think their friendships with
others were that important. Not all
friendships have to be close, tight bonds,
of course. There are degrees to
friendship. But, the problem is, what if
one friend feels the friendship isn't worth
much, while the other friend believes the
opposite. There’s the defining moment
when you come to the realization of
letting go, moving on, and hoping things
will only get better.
This semester. I’ve had to be there
immensely for some of my friends.
When they didn’t know what to do about
their failing friendships or where to turn,
I tried to help them stand up, again and
again. Even at times, sacrificing my
work, my sleep, and concentrating on
only a few people who needed my help
the most, letting some other close
friendships become strained. Through
these problems, I’ve learned for my own
benefit the friends I value, and those who
value me.
Another thing I’ve learned about
friendship is that problems you and your

friends face really do make your bonds
become stronger. Especially this past
month, I’ve never felt as connected to
people before. Through long talks that
continue for hours at a time or even until
the next morning, we share more
personal information from our lives that
strengthen our close ties. I’m thankful
for every minute of sleep that I lost
because I’m so much more connected to
the people I share my life with.
When I say share, I really mean spend
nearly every waking moment with the
same people. The friendships that I share
are none other like any before. One of
my friends asked me over Thanksgiving
break how well I know the friends I have
and didn’t believe in such a short period
people could connect so incredibly well.
My answer to him was simply that when
you eat all your meals with the same
people, hang out with them in your spare
time, and go everywhere with them, that
they become like your family.
Though, I’ve been talking about
friendship throughout this entire article,

it’s not the only important relationship
in a person’s life. Because, over the past
break, I also realized the value of
family’s love and support. And while I
dealt with my friendship strains over the
break, they listened to me and supported
me. So, as the old saying is, while
friends may come and go (and they really
do) family will always be there.
As the holidays draw closer with each
day, and we reflect on the things that are
truly important in our life, I realize I’ve
learned how significant my family and
friends are. I’ve realized who will stand
by me when I’m in despair, and I hope
all my friends know that, if ever needed,
1 will be there for them. I’m thankful
for the struggles we’ve all went through,
because in the end. I’ve realized who
my own close friends are and many of
my bonds have become stronger. So,
have a safe and happy holiday with the
ones that you love. 1 know 1 will because
my life would not be the same without
my beloved family and friends.

Answers to
Christmas Movie Quiz
11. How The Grinch Stole Christmas (2000)
12. The Santa Clause (1994)
13. A Muppet's Christmas Carol (1992)
14. Reindeer Games (2000)
15. Rudolf The Red-Nosed Reindeer (1964)
16. Jack frost (1997)
17. White Christmas (1954)
18. A Charlie Brown Christmas (1965)
19. Home Alone 2: Lost In New York (1992)
20. It’s A Wonderful Life (1946)

/. Scrooged (1988)
2. Frosty The Snowman (1969)
3. The Nightmare Before Christmas (1993)
4. Holiday Inn (1942)
5. J ingle All The Way (1996)
6. A Christmas Story (J983)
7. Miracle On 34'1' Street (1947)
8. Home Alone (1990)
9. National Lampoons Christmas Vacation (1989)
10. Home For The Holidays (1995)

“How to Make The Most...” -Continued from page 23 Also, catching up on your Grinch tunes
could give you something to say to that
cruel professor on the way out of your
toughest exam: “You’re a mean one, Mr.
(add your professor’s name here)”.
-Bake some treats. Cookies and other
homemade goodies could make
anyone’s exam-time blues disappear.
Luckily, for those of you still living in
the dorms, I think those slice-and-bake
cookies can be baked in the microwave.
Bon Appetit!
-Create some decorations for your
room. Need to get out some exam-time
aggression? A little pressed for cash?
You don’t have to go to Walgreens or
CVS for holiday decorations: look no
further than your own notebooks! Just
fold your old study sheets and neatly cut
them into those cute snowflakes you

used to make in kindergarten.
-Bring back an old holiday tradition.
Get a bunch of your friends together and
sing carols around your building. Even
if you are unsure of the words, I am sure
it will put a smile on some poor, stressedout college student’s face. Note:
Caroling might not be such a good idea
during quiet hours!
Although I am not looking forward
to completing my many assignments due
in the next week, I am looking forward
to the upcoming break. In the meantime,
I plan on trying my hardest to keep the
good ole’ Christmas spirit alive. I hope
that these suggestions give my fellow
discouraged college students some
inspiration to procrastinate a little and
do the same.

With 15,000 employees in 3,000

offices in more than 50 countries,
we're connected to a network of the

ATTENTION PC SENIORS:
“The Thomas U. Mullaney, O.P., S.T.M.
Prize For the Best Essay on Thomism”
All PC seniors are invited to submit an original
essay on Thomism of 3,500 - 5,000 words
(typed and double-spaced). A $500 cash prize
will be awarded from an endowed fund
established by Dr. Leon J. Podles ’68 of
Baltimore, Maryland, in honor of Rev. Thomas
Urban Mullaney, O.P., S.T.M.
Deadline: All entries are to be submitted to the
Theology Department Office in St. Joseph Hall
no later than 3:00 p.m. on Friday, February 15,
2002.

country's best jobs. Adecco. It’s a new

world at work.

SKILLED PEOPLE
This annual competition is open to all graduating seniors of
Providence College. The essay should be an original exposition of
some facet of Thomistic philosophy or theology and must be 3,500 5,000 words (typed and
double-spaced). Cash award and an appropriate commemorative
item will be presented at the Senior Awards event. The recipient will
be notified by
May 1,2002, or within 10 days of the actual award ceremony.

* "We also do

professional placement?

Providence

Lincoln

273-2300

726-9900

Cranston

North Kingstown

464-4446

885-0800

Adeccff
THE EMPLOYMENT PEOPLE

F

Roving Photographers
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And what do you
wantfor Christmas,
Santa?

“Mrs. Claus”
Santa’s Sinful Staff

“Ho Ho Hoes!’”
Santa Claus

“The charges dropped.”
Not-So-Jolly Old Saint Nick

“A bigger chimney.”
Kris Kringle

“Crystal Pepsi.
(And by Crystal Pepsi, I mean Vodka).”
Coca-Cola Santa

“For that Jesus fellow to
get his own holiday.”
Commercialized Claus

UncleJesse and Rebecca
The reunion of Jessie and the Rippers
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December Movies
12.7 How The Grinch Stole Christmas

12.13 How The Grinch Stole Christmas

12.8 A Muppet Christmas Carol

12.14 The Godfather II

12.9 Reindeer Games

12.15 What Dreams May Come

12.10 What Dreams May Come

12.16 A Muppet Christmas Carol

12.11 Forrest Gump

12.17 Scrooged

12.12 Scrooged

12.18 Forrest Gump

All movies are shown at 1 p.m., 4 p.m., 7 p.m., 10 p.m., 1

Holiday
Ice Festival
Sunday, December 9th

On Father Smith’s Lawn

*

>

After 7:00 RM. Mass
Music, hot apple cider, hot
chocolate, cookies, and more!
Lighting of the Christmas
tree and decorative ice
sculptures!

Bring a canned good to donate
to charity

a m.

Brought to you by BOP

Cooking with class
Take a study break during finals!
Let PC's faculty and staff cook for you!

Choose from these specials:
$1.00

Hamburgers

$1.50

Double Cheese Burgers

$0.95

Bagel Pizzas

$1.70

2 Bagel Pizzas

Tuesday December 11th 9:00 - 10:30 P.M.
Sponsored by the SAIL office and Sodexho Marriott

Know the facts...
About Marijuana
Pot, weed, grass, ganja, MJ. etc...
It’s the most commonly illicit drug in
the U.S.
Comes from the Cannabis plant and,
when smoked, about 420 chemicals go
into the body.
It’s gaining popularity nearly a decade
after its decline.
The drug is mostly smoked in handrolled “joints’* but can also be smoked
from pipes, bongs, or hollowed out
cigars.
Effects the brain, lungs, heart, immune
system, sexual development and genes.

About Alcohol
The average student spends about $900
on alcohol each year. Do you know how
much cash the average student drops on
his or her books? About $450.

One night of heavy drinking can impair
your ability to think abstractly for up to
30 days, limiting your ability to relate
textbook reading to what your professor
says, or to think through a football play.

Never take acetaminophen (found in
Tylenol) before you go to bed. It’s me
tabolized by the liver like alcohol is, and
combining them can cause liver damage.

Brought to you by STEP 1
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The PC Scoreboard
Athletes of the Week
Chrissy Vozab
(Senior - Amenia, New York)

Vozab helped the Friars to a 2-1 record last week, including a 7875 win over Alabama, Against the Crimson Tide, Vozab scored a
season-high 21 points on 5-of-12 shooting from the floor, includ
ing a 4-of-9 performance from beyond the three-point arc/ Vozab
also made good on seven of her eight attempts from the free
throw line, and recorded a career-high seven steals.

Men’s Basketball
Overall Standings
BIG EAST “East” Division

Team
Miami
B.C.
St. John’s
UConn
Villanova
Virginia Tech
Providence

W
7
5
4
3
3
5
5

L
0
0
1
1
1
2
3

David Cacciola

Pct.
1.000
1.000
.800
.750
.750
.714
.625

(Freshman - Burlington, Massachusetts)
Cacciola made his first career start in goal on Saturday,
Dec. 1 in a 4-1 win over Merrimack College.
Cacciola earned his first career victory and made a
career-high 33 saves on the night.

BIG EAST “West” Division

Team
Syracuse
Notre Dame
West Virginia
Pittsburgh
Georgetown
Rutgers
Seton Hall

W
8
7
4
6
5
4
3

L
0
0
0
1
1
2
2

Kathryn Donovan

Pct.
1.000
1.000
1.000
.857
.833
.666
.600

(Sophomore - Simi Valley, California)

Donovan won two events and finished third in a third event at
last weekend’s Harold Anderson Invitational at URI,
qualifying for the ECAC Championships in all three events.
Donovan qualified in the 200, 500 and 1,000 meter
freestyle events.

This Week’s Schedule

Women\ Basketball
Overall Standings

Team

Sat

Fri

Sun

Mon

Tues

Wed

Thurs

BIG EAST Conference

Team
UConn
Seton Hall
Georgetown
Villanova
B.C.
Providence
West Virginia
Miami
Rutgers
Virginia Tech
Pittsburgh
Syracuse
Notre Dame
St. John’s

W L
7
0
5
1
4
1
4
1
3
1
5
2
4
2
3
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
3 . 3
2
3
2
5

Pct.
1.000
.833
.800
.800
.750
.714
.667
.600
.600
.600
.500
.500
.400
.286

Indoor
Track

Men’s
Hockey

vs.
Quinnipiac
7:00 PM

Reading period - no games

Women’s
Hockey

vs. Niagara
2:00 PM

Men’s

vs. George
Washington
2:00 PM

Basketball

vs. New
Hampshire
2:00 PM

Women’s
Basketball

vs. Brown
2:00 PM

Keep up with all of
Friars athletics with
The Cowl online.

www.thecowl.com

•

Swimming

Men’s Hockey Standings
Hockev East
Overall
Team
GP W L T Pts. GP W
14
13
9
2
New Hampshire
9
6
1
12
12
10
6
2
0
UMass-Lowell
8
4
3
0
14
Boston College
7
8
8
4
8
0
Providence
10
6
16
6
2
1
Boston University
6
3
7
12
8
Maine
5
3
2
0
6
14
7
7
2
4
1
Northeastern
5
15
7
5
2
7
4
UMass-Amherst
0
14
6
1
6
0
7
2
Merrimack
14
5

L
2
2
5
9
3
5
6
8
9

T
2
0
1
1
1
2
2
0
0

Women’s Hockey Standings
Overall
ECAC Eastern
Team
GP W L T Pts. GP W L
Niagara
1
0
16
14
9
8
11 3
Northeastern
0
1
9
8
16
13
12 1
New Hampshire
1
0
12
7
13
6
10 2
Connecticut
4
3
0
7
8
13
6
6
Providence
6
1
4
1
3
4
7
13
7
1
5
1
Maine
3
13
7
5
Quinnipiac
6
6
0
0
8
0
2
11
Boston College
7
0
7
0
8
2
0
11

T
0
0
1
1
2
1
1
1
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Lately, have you been feeling
those Wintertime blues?
We know how you feel...

Write for
The Cowl
Sports Section!
Come down to Slavin 104A
for an application,
or email us at
CowlSports@aol.com

Sports
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Live-or-die for Friars
appeared intimidated by
Brown’s pressure defense and
Sports Staff
looked to be the less
Thus far the Men’s experienced basketball team.
Basketball team has not taken After the loss, Welsh
the next step from their dream maintained that “the guys
season of a year ago. learned a lesson about being
Uninspired in three losses, the prepared to play 30 nights a
latest being a 67-48 defeat to an year.”
unranked University of South
The truth in that statement
Carolina team has some took a significant hit Monday
wondering whether or not the night as they faced a far superior
Friars
have
become club athletically to Brown in
complacent.
South Carolina as similar
Void of many upper-echelon problems resurfaced, only to a
games in the early portion of greater extent. Senior John
their schedule, it was expected Linehan, hampered by foul
that this team could be looking trouble, was unable to distribute
at a 10-2 or 11-1 start before the ball and could not find his
heading into Big East own shot either, going just 1conference play Jan. 2 at for-8 from the floor. What
Villanova. Instead, the Friars resulted was a lot of standing
mark currently stands at 5-3, around on offense, either to
and while they could very well have the ball stolen — the Friars
win the remaining games on committed 24 turnovers, or to
their December schedule, wins launch an ill-advised threeat home against George point shot, as the team shot 3Washington, Sacred Heart, of-21 from beyond the arc.
Boston University, Morgan
Welsh has continued to
State and Central Connecticut shuffle the lineup in an effort to
will do little to instill confidence find a stronger offensive unit. In
for the local crowds.
a 71-59 win Saturday against
Head Coach Tim Welsh did the University of Rhode Island,
his best to bring in a big time junior forward Garnett
opponent to Providence, but it Thompson started at center,
just did not happen. Now, his while sophomore Marcus
team will play through the end Douthit was on the sidelines.
of the year untested and Welsh had often stated that
unchallenged, making it whoever was playing the best
difficult to determine whether basketball would be on the floor
or not this team is capable of when it counted.
returning to the upper class of
“I don’t worry who starts the
the Big East.
ball game for us,” said Welsh.
The loss to South Carolina “I just want to find a unit that
was a marred by turnovers and works well together.”
a continued inability to get any
The game against the Rams
type of consistent offensive produced a much-needed
threat going. It’s a trend that victory coming off the loss to
was apparent throughout the Brown and was not quite as
first weeks of practice, as well close as the final score would
as some of the first few games indicate. Even still, the team
in the Las Vegas Tourney, but was unable to find an offensive
did not come to the forefront rhythm and relied heavily on the
until the shocking loss to Brown one-on-one scoring abilities of
on Nov. 28"' at the Dunkin’ junior guard Abdul Mills and
Donuts Center.
Linehan.
The defeat was even featured
The game against South
on ESPN's SportsCenter as one Carolina did bring about one
of the Top Plays of the week. highlight and perhaps a
Perhaps Brown alum and ESPN solution. Freshman forward
anchor Chris Berman had a Ryan Gomes saw his first
hand in the decision, but clearly playing time of the season and
the loss was seen around the responded with 15 points and
country.
eight rebounds in 28 minutes.
Against Brown, the Friars Perhaps most importantly,
by

Brendan McGair ’03

JOHN ENGLISHMEN '03/The Cowl

Junior Abdul Mills currently leads all Friars scorers, averaging close to 20 points a game.
Gomes shot 6-of-8 from the
field and made all three of his
free-throw attempts. Gomes
was a possible red-shirt
candidate before the game, and
the possibility still remains.
“The coaches haven’t told
me if I’ll be playing against GW
on Saturday, but I expect to
play,” said Gomes. Clearly,
Welsh could use Gomes’ 6’7”
muscular frame to play down
low. Gomes brings a bit of an
Erron Maxey-like presence to
the offense. He is willing to
play the high post, which means
allowing the offense to move
through him, but does not
require him to be the primary
option. The shots he took and
made against USC were a
product of being in the right
place at the right time, with his
hands in a position to catch a
pass.
“I was very grateful for the
opportunity to play. I’m just
hoping my back holds up and I
don’t have to redshirt,” said
Gomes.
The loss of sophomore
forward Maris Laksa has really

ACT NOW! GUARANTEE
THE BEST SPRING
BREAK PRICES! SOUTH
PADRE, CANCUN,
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS,
ACAPULCO, FLORIDA &
MARDI GRAS. REPS
NEEDED...TRAVEL
FREE, EARN $$$. GROUP
DISCOUNTS FOR 6+.
800-838-8203
WWW.LHSURETOURS.COM

made it difficult to create
match-up problems for the
opposing club. Laksa brought
a lot of size to his position and
was generally able to shoot over
smaller opponents. He also
gave post players a problem, as
they are reluctant to play
perimeter defense. Welsh
attempted to create a similar
mismatch in Monday’s loss by
playing junior forward Rome
Augustin in the post. Augustin
has not been full strength all
season, and was unable to
contribute much. The move
does, however, indicate that
Welsh is looking for offense at
every opportunity and given the
number of weapons he has at his
disposal, he just mind find it.
Expectations were high for
this club and the talent is in
place to
fulfill
those
expectations. It’s now up to
Welsh to mold his team into a
club more suited to handle
defensive pressure and dish out
a bit more of their own. One
year ago Linehan was
terrorizing opposing guards and
Mills and Augustin were filling

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Book Early & get free
meal plan. Earn cash & Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps.
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
Spring Break - Nassau/Paradise
Island, Cancun and Jamaica from
$459. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties
and More! Orgqnize small group earn FREE trips plus commissions!
Call 1-800-GET-SUN-l.
V

passing lanes with abandon,
leading to numerous fast break
opportunities. Finding easy
offense is the key to Welsh’s
style.
Twenty wins is the magic
number for an NCAA
tournament appearance, and if
the team is able to win its next
five, and they should, their
record would run to 10-3 with
17 games left on the slate.
There is still plenty of time for
this team to take shape, though
it will also be a while until the
team gets another chance to test
its mettle.
The George
Washington University was a
solid program at one point, but
former coach Mike Jarvis
headed to the Big East to St.
John’s. Karl Hobbs in the
team’s new head coach, and he
brings to town a young team, led
by junior scoring guard Chris
Monroe (22.4 PPG, 47.1 FG%)
that gave UConn a scare earlier
in the week.
It’s an afternoon start, 2 p.m.
at the Dunkin’ Donuts Center,
and gives the Friars a chance to
get their season back on track.

Childcare workers needed for after
school program, M-F 2:30- 5:30
pm. Will pay (op dollar to
experienced individuals. Great for
education or psychology majors!
Located within walking distance of
PC. Please call Michelle at 4553880 ext. 216.
\
Want to be seen by over 4,000
people each week? This space
could be yours! Contact The Cowl
at 865- 2214 about advertising
in the classified section!
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The tradition continues...
academics and life in general.
He’s traveled from Europe to
and Track programs under America, away from family and
Treacy’s tutelage speaks for friends for the first time in his
itself. 97 All-Americans. Seven life. He knows the struggles of
NCAA Individual Champions. being a student-athlete, of
107 Big East Individual missing home, of being a team.
Champions. Eight Olympians.
“He’s a massive help,”
In addition, his teams have explains junior Adam Sutton,
captured
13 Big East who came to Providence from
Conference Cross Country England. “Everything that we
titles, 21 New England Champ experience he’s been through
ionships and the school’s only himself- leaving his family and
NCAA National Championship. everything. He really sees the
A native of Villierstown, big picture.”
Ireland, Treacy graduated from
After graduating from
Providence in 1982, where he Providence in 1982, Treacy
was an integral part of the Cross stayed close to Providence. His
Country program. Treacy knowledge of conditioning and
collected All-America honors training has gained Providence
three times during his college national prominence since he
career, was the New England took over in 1984. While
Cross Country Champion twice winning championships is the
and won the Indoor 5,000 goal of competitive running, for
meters at the Big East Treacy, his main goal is to see
Championships three times. that his runners improve over
The talented distance runner their four years at PC. That’s
was also the IC4A Champion in why he recruits the runners he
the 10,000 and 5,000 meters does - Treacy looks for those
during the 1981 and 1982 who are passionate about
seasons, respectively.
running, who want to improve,
Treacy was the team’s who want to be the best they
captain in his junior and senior possibly can be.
year, and was a two-time
“That’s what it boils down
Academic
All-America to,” says Treacy. “It all comes
selection as well. Treacy was down to how much you love
the Irish National Junior your sport and how much
Champion and a past member you’re willing to work at it. We
of the Irish National Cross don’t have very many people
Country team. His brother, who come into the program on
John Treacy, was an 1984 scholarship who don’t improve.
Olympic silver medal and is 70 percent of the athletes that
considered by many to be the come into the program make
greatest runner ever to attend All-American at least one time
Providence College.
during their four years here.
But Ray Treacy is more than That’s a pretty good rate. It’s
just championships and hard to beat that. That says a
accolades. In fact, to his lot of the type of people we
runners, he is more than just bring into the program. And
their coach. He is their friend, that’s what I try to do as a coach
their confidant. A father-figure is to make every individual I get
to many, he has been there to better and that makes the team
lend an ear to listen, a shoulder better.”
to cry on, or a simple voice of
That says a lot about the man
reassurance. To the runners of in charge. A humble and lowProvidence College, there is no key coach, the men and women
“Coach Treacy” - he’s just Ray. Treacy
coaches
would
Or “The Guru.” “Razor.” undoubtedly run through walls
I’m sure there’s more.
if he asked them to.
“He’s very caring,” says
“The success of the program
senior Claire Shearman. “He is such a great accomplishment
likes to get to know all of his for him,” says senior Kathryn
runners and talk to them - Casserly of Treacy. “He’s
whether it’s about running or helped so many people
just life. He’s so much more accomplish things that they
than just a coach.”
wouldn’t have been able to do
Treacy knows what many of without him. He brings you
his runners go through, here and develops you through
balancing athletics with your four years into a great

-Continue from back page-

You get to a point
where nothing less
than the Top 10 in the
country will satisfy,
nothing less than
competing for a Big
East title will satisfy.
That's what we try to
do every year.
Ray Treacy
runner. He’s a great person.”
Is the success of the Cross
Country program at PC any
surprise, then, considering the
dedication shown by both
Treacy and his runners?
“Success builds on itself, I
think,” sayd Treacy. “The
tradition was there for the men
for 30, 40 years. It has always
been a great tradition at this
school. We just built on that,
and the successes keep coming
because we attract great athletes
into the program. The Women’s
success built originally off the
men’s success when I started the
program in the mid-80s.”
That’s right - he started the
Women’s program.
“But now its feeding off
itself, obviously, and you get to
a point where nothing less than
the Top 10 in the country will
satisfy, nothing less than
competing for a Big East title
will satisfy. And that’s what we
try to do every year, and they
are the type of athletes we try
to attract to the program,” he
said.
In 1990, Treacy lead a
Women’s squad to a second
place finish at the NCAA
Championships, a huge
benchmark for the Women’s
program. Just five years later,
in 1995, another Women’s
squad captured the first NCAA
National title for the College. In
1991, Treacy’s Women’s Indoor
team finished a remarkable
fourth place at the NCAA
Championships - remarkable
considering the Friars have
never competed athletes in field
events. They won fourth place
on running alone.
A year later, Treacy was
responsible for putting together
the 4 x 1500 meter relay team
that set the world record at the

1991 Penn Relays. Treacy’s
greatest memory, however, is
last year’s 2000 Men’s Cross
Country team, who finished
third overall, led by Keith Kelly,
who won the school’s first ever
Cross Country Individual
National Championship.
“Last year’s men’s team was
probably my most enjoyable
men’s team I’ve ever coached,”
recalls Treacy. “It was fun, and
they were great at the same time
and they made it fun. And that’s
what you think of when you
think of accomplishments - the
things that made it fun as you
went along.”

The success of the PC Cross
Country program is so wellknown nationally that outsiders
are amazed at the program
Treacy has built. Other coaches
are in awe of him. He is truly
admired throughout the country.
Luckily, for the Friars, Ray
Treacy is here to stay.
“I enjoy this as much now as
I did 15 years ago,” says Treacy,
“and I have enjoyed coaching
more the last 3 years than at any
stage of my life. That’s mainly
because of the kids who have
been in the program the last
three years. I’ll be here until I
retire.”

Freshmen perform well at Boston U Open
by

Paul Whitty ’03

Sports Staff______________

The Men and Women’s In
door Track Teams competed in
the Boston University Open in
Boston, Massachusetts on Sat
urday, Dec. 1. The Open was
PC’s first meet of the Indoor
Track season. The Women’s
team finished fifth out of seven
teams with 29 points. UMassAmherst won the meet, scoring
59.5 points. The Men’s team
finished sixth out of seven
teams with 16 points. UMassAmherst took first place on the
men’s side as well with a score
of 68.5 points.

The Friars had run at the
Cross Country NCAA Champi
onships only two weeks before.
Head Coach Ray Treacy chose
to keep the upperclassmen run

ners who had competed in the
championship out of the BU
Open, so that they could have
more recovery time before they
start their indoor season. How
ever, every freshman ran in the
meet because Treacy wanted
them to experience the track at
BU, which is called the Armory.
The Friars have four other
meets at the Armory this season,
including the New England
Championships, so it is impor
tant for the runners to become
comfortable with the track.

One freshman that did not
run at the meet was Dylan
Wykes.
Wykes is from
Kingston, Ontario and was par
ticipating in the Canadian Jun
ior Nationals on Dec. I. Wykes
finished second in the 8K race,
which earned him a spot on the
Cross Country World Team. It

is a tremendous achievement for
Wykes, especially considering
that he is a freshman.
At the BU Open, individual
event winners for the Women’s
team were freshman Roisin
Quinn in the 500m, freshman
Deirdre Byrne in the 1000m and
senior Kathryn Casserly in the
mile. Senior Kate Gall scored
in the 1000m, finishing fifth.
Freshman Mary Cullen was
third in the mile and was close
to breaking five minutes with a
time of 5:02.7.

The Friars had a good show
ing in the 3000m with sopho
more Lisa Cappello earning sec
ond place with a time of 10:13
and sophomore Emily Tallen
not far behind in third place
with a time of 10:18.
On the Men’s team freshman
Liam Reale won the mile and

This season the Friars should
Junior Tyler McCabe won the
be
strong in the distance events,
3000m. McCabe’s time in the
3000m was 8:30. Also scoring as they are every year. The tenth
in the 3000m were freshman Pat place finishes of the Men’s and
Guidera in third place with a Women’s Cross Country teams
time of 8:39 and freshman Pat at NCAA’s shows that PC will
Moulton in fifth place with a be able to compete at a national
level in the distance events. The
time of 8:41.
“I was very pleased with the women’s team will also be able
performances at BU,” said to compete in some field events
Treacy. “Roisin, Deirdre, and with Junior high jumper Kistina
Kathryn ran particularly well Sawicki and Freshman Erin
and had fast times for so early Pierce, as well as Freshman
shot-putter Emma Foster.
in the season.”
I’m excited to see what this
Treacy also pointed out the
performance of Reale, who ran team can accomplish this sea
the mile in 4:11.7, and beat the son,” said Treacy, “We’re look
closest runner by about six sec ing forward to trying to qualify
as many people for Nationals as
onds.

“I’m a little surprised by my
time,” said Reale, “I expected
to be about three or four seconds
slower, so I’m definitely happy
with the race.”

possible.”
The Friars’ next meet is the
Yale University Invitational on
Jan. 12.
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National search
currently underway
-Continued from back page“What we’re looking for is a gradual
success, and improving the program to
put us on the national scale,” said
Devine. “We’re looking for someone
with some vision, maybe a little different
philosophy in where our program should
be. When the girls step on the field next
year, we want them thinking NCAA
Tournament; we want them thinking Big
East Championship. We want to begin
to grow in philosophy to a mindset that
breeds championship field hockey.”
Several players, who spoke under the
condition of anonymity, liked Davidson
as a person, but they felt that as a coach,
his methods were questionable. They did
not feel that his training regiment would
raise the team’s level of play. Motivation
was another important factor for the
team.
“I’m looking for a coach to be more
intense,” said one player. “I’m looking
for someone who can teach us how to
win; how to motivate us to make us want
to play.”
According to LaPoint, the committee
is looking for a coach that has extensive
knowledge of the game, as well as strong
leadership qualities. Applications will
be accepted through December, at which
point the field will be narrowed down to
three to five finalists. The finalists will
then be brought to campus and
interviewed by the committee.
LaPoint also said that the Field
Hockey team, which was officially
informed of the firing by the Athletic
Department on Tuesday, Nov. 13, will
have the opportunity to meet with the
finalists during the interviews. However,
some of the players do not believe that
they will have much influence on the

Providence College
Field Hockey
under Head Coach
Bill Davidson
Year
1998
1999
2000

Overall
5-15
7-12
7-15

Big East
2-3
1-.4
2-3

1998-2000 Record 19-42

2001

11-8

1-4

Overall Record: 30-50

final decision.
“We get to sit in the interviews, but I
don’t know how much say we’ll get to
have,” said one member of the Field
Hockey team.
In addition to finding a new coach,
the Athletic Department is also looking
to get an artificial turf field on campus.
A proposal that seeks to replace either
Hendricken Field or Glay Field with
Astroturf is in the works, but because of
the limited field space at PC, more
planning still needs to be done. Aside
from the turf field, the Athletic
Department is also looking to add a track
surrounding the new field, which could
cost up to $3 million.
“Field Hockey cannot be successful
without Astroturf, nationally, and we
understand that,” said Devine. “It would
also help our Lacrosse program and our

intramural programs. It would help out
the entire institution, and the school
knows that. I mean, when you’re going
to spend upwards to two-and-a-half to
three million dollars on something, you
want to make sure it’s not just for
athletics use, but that everybody on
campus gets to use it.”
Although Devine’s term as Interim
Athletic Director will end on Jan. 1,
2002, incoming Athletic Director Bob
Driscoll has been involved in the
discussions and should be ready to deal
with any problems when he takes over
the Athletic Department.
“He is well aware of where we are
with the field hockey situation,” said
Devine on Driscoll. “It’s his first priority
when he gets on campus to meet with
the team to ensure the girls and let them
know that the field hockey program is
very supported here.”
While the Athletic Department
remained tight-lipped about the reasons
that resulted in Davidson’s firing, Devine
stressed the importance of the future of
the Field Hockey program.
“We want to see them be a Big East
contender. We want to see them go to
the NCAAs. To ask them to go to the
NCAAs every year is unrealistic; you
need to have building years. But we feel
that if things fall into place where we
can get some Astroturf on campus, then
nothing separates Providence College
from being one of the top 15 or 20
programs in the country.”
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Ray Treacy Earns NCAA Northeast
Region Division I Men's Coach of
the Year
Ray Treacy has been named NCAA
Northeast Region Division I Men's
Cross Country Coach of the Year, for the
sixth time in his 18 years as head coach
at Providence College.
Treacy guided the men's cross coun
try team to a lOth-place finish at the 2001
Men's Cross Country Championship, at
Furman University, in Greenville, South
Carolina on Nov. 19. It was the seventhconsecutive trip to NCAA Champion
ships for the men, and marked the 24th
overall appearance at the Championship.
The team has finished in the top ten at
the NCAA's 13 times.
Treacy's team also captured its fourth
NCAA Northeast Regional Champion
ship title, and 21st New England Cross
Country Championship during the 2001
season. Providence finished first in four
of the six meets the team competed in
this year.
In his 18 years as head coach of the
cross country and track teams at Provi
dence College, Treacy has coached more
than 90 All-Americans, seven NCAA
Champions, 107 BIG EAST individual
champions and eight Olympians. In ad
dition, his teams have captured one
NCAA Cross Country Championship
(women - 1995), and 13 BIG EAST
Conference titles.

Friar Athletics Ranked 10th In Sears
Directors' Cup Standings
The Providence College Athletics De
partment finished 10th in the first install
ment of the Division I Sears Directors'
Cup standings. The first release of the
standings come after the completion of
the men's and women's cross country
championships and the field hockey
championship.
The Friars earned a total of 112 points
in the first poll, garnering 56 points each
in men's and women’s cross country for
finishing in 10th place at each national
championship. PC is the second highestranked BIG EAST Conference school,
behind Georgetown, who was 121 points
and is ranked eighth, and ahead of Notre
Dame, 13th with 101 points, Villanova,
tied 15th with 90 points, and Boston
College, who is ranked 20th with 68
points.
Points are awarded based on each in
stitutions finish in up to 20 sports - 10
for men and 10 for women. Each national
champion received 100 points. Complete
standings and the scoring structure can
be found at www.nacda.com.
courtesy Sports Info.
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Friars blow early lead, lose two
by

Philippe Carson ’04

Sports Staff

This past weekend the
Women’s Hockey team dropped
both games to a very strong
Northeastern University team,
which had only one loss to their
credit. PC lost the first game at
home on Saturday by a score of
6-3. The Friars looked to split
the series by winning on the
road on Sunday, but they lost by
a score of 3-2.
In the first game, the Friars
started off strong as they built a
two-goal lead in the first period
with goals from freshman
Hilary Greaves and junior
Danielle Culgin. The lead did
not hold up for very long,
however, as Northeastern
answered back with two goals
in the period. Their second goal
came with under a minute
remaining in the period.
In the second period, the
Friars could not find the back
of the net despite some good
scoring opportunities. Such
was not the case for North
eastern as they exploded for a
total of four goals in both the
second and third periods. The
Friars managed to get a goal off
the stick of freshman Rush
Zimmerman, the first of her
colligate career, at about the sixminute mark of the third period
to cut the lead down to two
goals. However, Northeastern
added an insurance goal to
ensure no Friar comeback.
The Friars out shot the
Huskies 20-17 for the game as
freshman Amy Thomas made

11 stops in the loss.
“We out-played North
eastern in the first game, but we
just did not get the bounces and
they capitalized on our
mistakes,” said Culgin. “We
knew going into the second
game that we would have to
come out harder and play the
full 60 minutes instead of 20 or
40 minutes of the game.”
In the second game, just like
the first, the Friars came out
strong and again built a two goal
first period lead. The first goal
was by Greaves, her third of the
season, and was assisted by
freshman Ashley Payton. The
second goal came at about 10
minutes into the period as
sophomore Darlene Stephenson
deflected a slap shot from
freshman Danielle Bourgette,
who also recorded her first
colligate point as she picked up
the assist.
However, just like in the first
game, Northeastern came back
to tie the score with two backto-back goals a minute apart at
about the 15 minute mark in the
second period. The third period
was scoreless until the 8:40
mark, when Northeastern
scored to take a 3-2 lead and
held on to win the game.
The Friars out-played the
Huskies for the entire game and
out-shot
them
38-23.
Sophomore Amy Quinlan had
20 saves in the losing effort.
With the two losses, the Friars
drop to 4-7-2 overall and 1-4-1
in ECAC play.
“Just like in the first game,
we outplayed Northeastern

PETE TAVIS ’05fThe Cowl

Junior Danielle Culgin’s goal on Saturday against Northeastern gave the Friars
an early 2-0 lead. The Friars lost, however, 6-3.
again. They did not get a during a line change when they Culgin.
Deraney added, “There will
legitimate shot on goal till 10 found the open player.”
The team’s next game will be a revenge factor in the game
minutes into the second period,”
said Head Coach Bob Deraney. be on Saturday, Dec. 8, when against Niagara because it is a
“If we did not have bad luck we the Friars look for some big game, and in our situation
would have no luck because we payback against a Niagara team every game is big for us. We
could not capitalize on an that beat them twice in a row have been playing good hockey;
we just have to be more clutch
excellent scoring chance with this season.
“This game is definitely a and make the plays to win
the puck sitting on the goal line
to make it 3-0. I can count on revenge match because we do games instead of allowing the
my two hands the number of not want to get swept in the other team to make it. That is
legitimate chances they had. season series, so we just have going to be our focus this week
Their first two goals came off a to go out and prove to ourselves against Niagara.”
screen on the power play and that we can beat them,” said
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Friars sharp out of gate
by

Mary Allietta ’05

Sports Staff
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Sophomore Kristin Quinn hit two key free throws to defeat
Alabama Sunday at Mullaney Gym, 78-75.

The Women’s Basketball
team improved its record to an
impressive 5-2 over the past
two weeks. The Friars strong
start is its best under the sixyear tenure of Head Coach Jim
Jabir and since the 1992-1993
season.
The Friars overcame a big
hurtle in the early season by
defeating the Crimson Tide of
the University of Alabama 7875, on Sunday, Dec. 2 at
Mullaney Gymnasium.
“This is a great win for the
program. We needed a win
against a big-time program,”’
said Jabir. “I am so happy and
proud of the team. They work
so hard and needed a pay-off
win.”
"We did not play well
against Brown University and
the University of Rhode Island,
so it was good to come out and
play well,” said senior Chrissy
Vozab.
“This was a great win for
us,” said freshman Jessica
Simmonds. “We always had the
talent, it was just a matter of
putting it together.”
“Everyone played with
great heart,” said sophomore
Jenese Wilcox. “We wanted to
win and we are starting to really
come together.”
Vozab led the Friars with 21
points, and a career-high seven
steals, while freshman
Simmonds contributed 12
points and led the Friars with 9
rebounds. Sophomores Kristin
Quinn and Wilcox added 11
points apiece to the winning

effort. Providence shot 77
percent from the free-throw
line.
“We out-hustled them,” said
Vozab. “When we out-hustle
people, we can beat a lot of
teams.”
The Friars took control early
in the game. At the end of the
first half, Providence held a
commanding 42-27 lead.
During the second half, things
were not quite as one-sided as
Alabama refused to go down
without a fight.
With a little over a minute
left in play, Alabama tied the
game at 75. Providence
regained possession and
Alabama fouled Kristin Quinn,
sending her to the free throw
line where she hit both to put
the Friars up 77-75. Alabama
regained possession, but Vozab
interrupted its potential scoring
drive by recording one of her
seven steals on the day.
After Providence missed a
lay-up with 27 seconds
remaining, Alabama regained
possession. Again the Friars
defense prevented the Crimson
Tide from scoring as junior
Brooke Freeburg picked off an
Alabama pass and was then
fouled.
Freeburg hit one of her two
free throws to put the Friars up
for good, 78-75. Alabama
regained possession with less
than ten seconds to play, but
again Providence’s defense
prevented Alabama from
creating
any
scoring
opportunities, forcing a
turnover to end the game.
“We can build on this
victory. It shows what we can

do, said Vozab. “We want that
same intensity every time we
Play.”
Wilcox echoed her
teammate. “We are starting to
really come together. We look
to shake things up in the Big
East.”
Providence has been busy in
non-conference play, playing
neighboring colleges Brown
University and the University of
Rhode Island.
On Thursday, Nov. 29 the
Friars defeated Brown 67-53 at
the Pizzitola Sports Center. The
Friars dominated the game from
the start, never trailing at any
point during the game. Wilcox
led the Friars with a season high
14 points, while Freeburg added
10 points and three rebounds.
Quinn and graduate student
Dani Trippany each scored nine
points, while Trippany had a
game-high nine rebounds.
The Friars match-up with
URI was not as successful as the
Brown game. Providence fell to
the Lady Rams, 53-46. The
high point for the Friars was the
double-double recorded by
Dani Trippany, who ended with
13 points and 13 rebounds on
the night.
Big East play begins on
Wednesday night when the
Friars travel to New Jersey to
face Rutgers University. It will
be Providence’s first obstacle in
conference play.
“All match-ups in the Big
East will be tough,” said
Simmonds. “No one is going to
give you a game. Every team is
good.”

Several Friars score lifetime bests
Donovan wins two events, first swummer to qualify for ECACs
by

Paul Whitty ’03

Sports Staff

The Providence College
Men and Women’s Swimming
teams competed at the two-day
Harold Anderson Invitational
on Nov. 30 and Dec. 1 at the
University of Rhode Island.
The Women’s team finished
second out of four teams, los
ing only to URI. The final team
standings were URI with 322
points, PC with 186 points and
Holy Cross and the University
ofVermont tied with 186 points.
The Friars defeated Holy Cross,
a team whom they had lost to
only two weeks earlier. The
Men’s team finished in third
place with 164.5 points. URI
also won the Men’s meet with
277.5 points.
Sophomore Katie Donovan
qualified for ECACs with her
times in the 200m freestyle,
500m freestyle, and 1,000m
freestyle. She won the 200m
freestyle and 500m freestyle on
her way to setting her qualify
ing times. Donovan is the first
PC swimmer to qualify for
ECAC this season. She swam
at ECAC’s in all three events
last year as well.
“I feel like I could’ve done
a little better personally,” said
Donovan, who also commented
on the overall performance of
the Women’s team. “During the

Junior Kate Fuller won the 100m breaststroke in 1:11.63 over the weekend.
swam really well, which al third in the 200m backstroke in nior Keith Chobot scored in two
lowed us to come from behind
to beat Holy Cross and UVM.”
Other noteworthy perfor
mances on the Women’s team
were senior Lee Barnum who
won the 200m butterfly in
2:13.87, and finished second in
the 200m IM in 2:17.9. Fellow

2:17.14. Junior Kate Fuller won
the 100m breaststroke in
1:11.63 and also finished sec
ond in the 200m BS in 2:32.29.
On the Men’s team, the only
event winner was sophomore
Pat Franzen who won the 100m
breaststroke and finished fourth

events with a second place fin
ish in the 200m breaststroke and
a fourth place finish in the
1000m FS.
Chobot’s fellow captains,
seniors David Applegate and
Mike Maloney also scored.
Applegate took fourth place in

Maloney earned fourth place in
the one meter dive. Sophomore
Pat Kavanagh also swam well
and came within five tenths of
a second from qualifying for
ECACs in the 200m freestyle.
“I had a good race and fin
ished in my fastest time ever,
but I missed qualifying, so I was
disappointed in that respect,”
said Kavanagh. “The team had
a good a performance. We’re a
small team, so points can some
times be hard to come by, but
we had a lot of career bests at
the meet, which shows how
hard everyone is working.”
“The team did very well,”
said Head Coach Michelle
Gacio. “About three-quarters of
the team had lifetime best times
at the meet. Beating Holy Cross
was also meaningful for the
Women’s team after losing to
them at the dual meet.”
The Friars next meet is the
St. Croix Pentathlon on January
12. The Pentathlon has five
events, which every swimmer
must race. The swimmers’
scores for each event are com
bined for a total score, and the
top scorer wins the Pentathlon.
The team is traveling to St.
Croix of the Virgin Islands for
about a week and will use the
extended trip for training in ad
dition to entering the Pentath
lon.
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Hockey struggling early on
by

Brendan McGair ’03

Sports Staff

What a difference a year makes. Last
year at this time, the Men’s Hockey team
was 8-3-3 (5-2-1 in Hockey East play)
and was well on their way to the NCAA
Tournament.
This year, the Friars are 6-9-1 (4-6-0
in Hockey East) and are questionable to
return to the field of 12.
The difference between the two teams
is that the Friars this year were picked
in the preseason to finish number one in
the Hockey East, while last year’s team
was picked to finish sixth.
Here are a few reasons why the Friars
are perhaps struggling right now.
Junior Devin Rask, an All-American
who finished second in the Hockey East
last season in total points with 51, has
only managed 12 points so far this
season. What is even more surprising is
that sophomore Jonathan Goodwin, who
barely played last season, has scored
more goals than Rask, 4-3.
Another All-American last season,
junior goaltender Nolan Schaefer, has
seen his goals-against-average balloon
from 2.47 last season to 3.33 this season.
Granted, Schaefer is facing an average
of 30 shots per game, but there are still
times when he seems lost out there. Case
in point: a couple of weeks ago Head
Coach Paul Pooley lifted Schaefer in a
game against St. Lawrence after he had
let in two first period goals because
Pooley thought that the goaltender was
not seeing the puck.
The Friars’ objective this past
weekend was to get to .500 in league play
by Christmastime. On Nov. 30, the Friars
were defeated by Merrimack at the Volpe
Complex, 3-2, forcing them to wait until
the New Year before they can try to even
their conference record.
The win by Merrimack was even
more devastating considering that the
Warriors were winless in five Hockey
East contests coming into the game
against the Friars.
After a scoreless first period in which
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Sophomore Stephen Wood struggles to find his footing against Merrimack.
Schaefer faced only four shots, the
scoring and the intensity picked up in the
second period.
The Warriors took a 1-0 lead when
junior Anthony Aqunio scored his first
of two goals on the night at 2:06 of the
second period.
The Friars came back to tie up the
score at one when senior Drew Omicioli
scored a short-handed goal after taking
a breakaway pass from junior Michael
Lucci at 6:07.
The Friars would then take the lead
2-1 when sophomore John Luszcz scored
at 9:44. Providence would then go on the
power play with a chance to increase the
lead, but what has been a downfall for
most of the season, the power play was
non-existent and is now a horrifying 9
for 80 on the season.
“If our power play doesn’t get going
for us, it’s going to be a long year for
us,” stated Pooley.
The Warriors would tie the game at
two before the end of the second period.

Pooley strips three
seniors of captaincies,

promotes DiSalvatore
After being defeated by Boston
College 4-1 on Nov. 14, Head Coach
Paul Pooley decided to shake up the
Men’s Hockey team, starting at the top.
Seniors Peter Fregoe, Drew
Omicioli, and Marc Suderman were
stripped of their captaincies by Pooley,
who also named junior Jon DiSalvatore
co-captain along with current captain,
junior Devin Rask.
The Friars were clearly not meeting
preseason expectations, which had
predicted that the team would finish
first in the Hockey East.
Pooley has admitted that while the
Friars have struggled, it is not too late
to turn the season around.
“I think the thing is that it's not just
one person, it’s a team thing — it’s
team leadership,” said Pooley on Nov.
16. “The thing we need to have is that,
because we’ve always had [team

leadership] when we’re successful.
We’re not looking at just one person
or class to motivate; the whole team
has to be motivated, so we’re talking
about doing that as a group. But we’re
3-4 in the league (at the time), it is not
like we’re 0-7,”
‘There are now two co-captains,”
confirmed Suderman. “Whatever
Coach wants to do, we are behind him.
Maybe he just wanted to shake things
up, but as a team, we have not found
our stride as of yet.”
When asked about his new role,
DiSalvatore responded, “I was
surprised about being named captain.
It is a nice honor, but it doesn’t matter.
At the same time, the seniors who were
the captains are extremely character
guys and they definitely had their
leadership qualities. I hope they will
continue to bring them to the table.”

Comments? Questions? Suggestions?
Email us at
CowlSports@aol.com,
or visit us at www.thecowl.com

In the third, junior Ryan Cordeiro scored
the game-winning goal at 6:52. Schaefer
made two saves on the play, but
unfortunately, he was not able to get back
into position to stop Cordeiro’s shot. The
Warriors then held on for their first
Hockey East victory of the season.
“We are not executing offensively,”
said Pooley after the game. “We are
missing the net, we are not making the
right play, we are not making the shot
when we need it. The effort is there, it’s
just execution.”
On Dec. 1, the Friars and the Warriors
concluded the home-and-home series.
This time, though, the outcome was
different as the Friars rallied from a onegoal deficit to defeat the Warriors, 4-1.
Freshman David Cacciola made his
first collegiate start and made 33 saves
in the win.
“David made some big saves for us
and he was solid on all of his scrambles.
He certainly deserved to win and it was
nice to see him get that first victory of

his college career,” praised Pooley.
“At first I was a little nervous, but
once I got situated out there, I felt good.
The team really stepped up and played
great tonight,” said Cacciola.
After being down 1-0 after one
period, the Friars rallied to score three
goals in the second period. Sophomore
Peter Zingoni scored his first goal of the
season when the puck trickled past
Merrimack netminder Joe Exter.
“It was my first goal of the season,”
said Zingoni. “It was also one of the first
times that a loose puck found the net.
We finally got a break to go our way.”
Just over a minute later senior Peter
Fregoe scored the eventual game
winning goal to give the Friars a 2-1 lead.
. Sophomore Jason Platt added the
third goal of the period on a slapshot
from just inside the blue line and junior
Jon DiSalvatore added an empty net goal
in the third for his team leading IO"1 goal
of the season.
Over the Thanksgiving holiday, the
Friars played three games against ECAC
opponents and went 1-1-1.
The first game for the Friars was
against Union College on Tuesday, Nov.
20, which ended in a 4-4 tie. Schaefer
tied his career-high with 44 saves and
senior Drew Omicioli scored two goals.
The Friars were then six seconds
away from a win against St. Lawrence
on Friday, Nov. 23, but the Saints tied
the score late in the third period and
proceeded to win the game in overtime,
4-3. Cacciola came off the bench to start
the second period and finished with 25
saves.
The lone win came Saturday, Nov. 24,
when the Friars defeated Clarkson, 4-2.
The Friars scored two first period power
play goals and Omicioli scored the game
winner in the third period as the Friars
ended their four-game winless streak.
The Friars will host Qunnipiac
University on Friday, Dec. 7. The team
will then travel out to Minnesota to take
part in the Mariucci Classic at the end
of the month before returning to Hockey
East action in January.

Sports
The best team at PC
Treacy continues to build his Cross Country tradition
Brilliant.
A term often used by Head
Coach Ray Treacy to describe
his athletes’ performances, such
praise can also refer to the man
himself, who, in 18 seasons at
the head of the Cross Country
and Track RIGHT HERE IN
programs
at Provi d e n c e BLACK AND WHITE
College R..I. Friedman ’03
Sports Editor
has built a
legacy that will go unmatched
for years to come. Ray Treacy
and his Cross Country program
are easily the top program in the
history of Friars athletics.
The tradition of PC Cross
Country was continued on Nov.
19 when both the Men and
Women’s teams finished 10th in
the NCAA Championships at
Furman
University
in
Greenville, S.C. For the Men’s
team, it marked the 12th time
that the Friars have placed in the
top ten at the NCAA
Championships. The Women’s
team earned a top 10 finish for
the 12th time in 13 years at the
Championships.
Junior Adam Sutton finished
24th to lead the Men’s squad in
30:00, while senior Hamish
Thorpe took the 29th spot in
30:03. Senior Dermot Galvin
finished 33rd in 30:05. Sutton,
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Junior Roisin McGettigan, senior Claire Shearman, Ray Treacy, senior Hamish Thorpe and junior Adam Sutton.
of Preston, England, and
Thorpe, of Auckland, New
Zealand, both earned All
America honors for their efforts.
Sutton earned the honor for the
first time in his career, while for

Thorpe, it was the second
straight season he has earned
All-America honors.
The Women were paced by
senior Claire Shearman who
finished 33rd in 21:21.

Shearman, of Portsmouth,
N.H., earned 2001 AllAmerican honors for the first
time in her career. Junior
Roisin McGettigan finished
53rd for the Friars in 21:43 and

senior Kathryn Casserly placed
66th in 21:10.
In his 18 years at Providence,
the success of the Cross Country
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Field Hockey coach
Davidson fired
First coach firing in six years
by

Virginia Cheng ’03

Asst. Sports Editor

On Sunday, Nov. 11, the
Providence College Athletic
Department fired Field Hockey
Head Coach Bill Davidson in
hopes of turning the program
into a legitimate Division I
power.
Davidson’s dismissal is
believed to be the first firing of
a PC coach since the school
released the head coach of the
Women’s Basketball team, Bob
Foley, six years ago. Firings are
extremely rare at PC; coaches
usually either resigning or
taking on new posts elsewhere.
“The level of field hockey
we have been playing has been
good, but we would just like to
take it to the next level,” said
Interim Athletic Director Mark
Devine. “I think in doing that,
the change we made in coaching
is our first step.”
A committee was formed
after Thanksgiving break to
oversee the search for a new
head coach. Associate Athletic
Director and Senior Women’s

Administrator Jill LaPoint, who
has field hockey coaching
experience, was named as the
chairperson.
The other
members of the committee are
Molly Elliott, the Academic
Coordinator for StudentAthletes, Michelle Gacio, the
head coach of the Men’s and
Women’s Swimming team, and
Nick Jackson, the assistant
coach of the Cross Country and
Track teams. To publicize the
open position, the committee
posted advertisements with the
NCAA and on the USA Field
Hockey Association web site
last Friday.
“We are right now in the
process of conducting a national
search for a new head coach,”
said LaPoint. “We hope to have
that person hired by the middle
to end of January so that when
the athletes get back, they can
begin their non-traditional
season with the new head coach
in place.”
Although the Athletic
Department refuses to comment
on the specific details as to why
Davidson was fired, Devine

mentioned the team’s lack of
consistent success during
Davidson’s time at PC.
Although the Friars posted an
11-8 overall record this season,
they were only 1-4 in the Big
East and did not qualify for the
Big East Tournament. Prior to
this season, the Friars compiled
a 19-42-0 record under
Davidson’s coaching, and even
though they made it to the Big
East Tournament finals last year,
they still only managed a 2-3
conference record, 7-15 overall.
According to Devine, the
Athletic Department also did not
agree
with
Davidson’s
philosophy for coaching, which
is described in the PC Field
Hockey Media Guide as a
“unique coaching style [that]
utilizes choices for players, an
atmosphere where players take
responsibility for their actions
on and off the field.” Devine did
not believe that Davidson was
the right person to rebuild the
Field Hockey program.
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Former Field Hockey Head Coach Bill Davidson

